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Abstract 

Two routes of Oxygen Diffusion Hardening (ODH) have been investigated on two 

alloys of titanium, Ti-6AI-4V and Ti-6AI-7Nb (by weight). The first route involves a 

controlled atmosphere where argon saturated with water was used to transport water 

into the test pieces at elevated temperatures. The controlled atmosphere would 

encourage the generation of mono-atomic oxygen through the dissociation of water 

vapour, and therefore change the kinetics of physical absorption and diffusion of 

oxygen into titanium. The second route of ODH investigated was the Oxygen Boost 

Diffusion Hardening (OBDH). The oxygen boost diffusion hardening process was 

carried out in two steps. The first step was oxidation of the samples in air at elevated 

temperatures and the second step was to further diffusion treat the pre-oxidised test 

pIeces III a vacuum or argon. Various temperature and time combinations were used 

on both steps of OBDH. 

The results revealed that the ODH heat-treatment in a controlled saturated argon 

environment was unsuccessful in developing a significant oxygen diffusion hardened 

layer. 

The OBDH process can be carried out to modifY the surface properties of titanium 

and alloys. Both steps of this process play a vital role in achieving a thick modified 

layer for improved tribological properties of titanium and alloys. Performing the 

oxidation step of OBDH heat-treatment at higher temperatures results in higher 

surface hardness and deeper diffusion zone than carrying the oxidation step at lower 

temperatures for longer times provided there is no peeling of the oxide scale during 

the high temperature oxidation. The Ti-6AI-4V achieves higher surface hardness than 

the Ti-6AI-7Nb upon the same OBDH heat-treatment. 

The second step of the OBDH can also be carried out in an argon environment instead 

of vacuum. Carrying out the second step in an argon atmosphere allowed for higher 

surface hardness and thicker hardened zone than carrying the same step in vacuum. 

The effect of the OBDH on the underlying microstructures of two alloys under 

investigation is the depletion of the ~ phase on the modified surface as a result of the 
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111 

diffused oxygen which stabilises the a phase. Although higher surface hardness was 

achieved for the Ti-6AI-4V alloy than the Ti-6AI-7Nb alloy after the same heat

treatment, the Ti-6AI-7Nb alloy achieved higher wear resistance due to more 

adherence of the oxide scale after the oxidation step. Despite achieving higher 

surface hardness and thicker hardened zone upon carrying out the second step of 

OBDH in an argon atmosphere than in vacuum, samples which underwent the second 

step of OBDH heat-treatment in vacuum exhibited higher wear resistance. 

Performing a twin cycle OBDH heat-treatment results in even higher surface hardness 

and higher wear resistance despite the severe scaling of the alloys upon the heat

treatments. 
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Chapter One 

]ntroduction 

1.1 Background 

Total ioint repbcem~nt' hay~ hc~n wiud) a"c~pteu in the pa,t 14 )cars '.' 

[)c,tnJcti, e joint diseases iocluding osteonccrosi>, rhewnatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis 

and se\"Cre pathologic fracture, have [cd to material> heing u,eu a, replacement, to 
, 

the honc-. [n many in,(aoces arthritis t.lcstroys the joint and the patient "ill 

expcnence pam. X-ray pictures of the joint can n;,y~al that arthriti, i, d~s!roying the 

joint. The pictures in figure 1. 1 ,how a normal hip and a hip that is degrmku hy 

arthritis. 

Fieure 1.1 : X-rav Ilicture ora hip joioe. 

a) Normal hip. b) liill with arthritis 
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In figure la, the space between the head of the femur and the acetabulum is due to the 

cartilage not showing up on x-ray. There is very little space in figure 1 b which is 

indicative of the degraded cartilage. 

1.2 Motivation of the Research 

The use of implants in the body poses lots of challenges. Once the implant has been 

used to replace a bone in the body it cannot be readily monitored or replaced. This 

comes not only with short term challenges such as strength requirements and 

manufacturing but also long term requirements such as resistance to fretting, retaining 

of the strength for a long time and compatibility. The implant has to perform such a 

specialised and complex function such that more stringent requirements are needed 

from the constructional materia14
. The requirements of the implant material are 

summarised in table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1: Requirements of the implant materials4
. 

Compatibility Mechanical Properties Manufacturing 

• Tissue reactions • Elasticity • Fabricating 

• Changes in • Yield stress methods 

properties • Ductility • Consistency and 

• Mechanical • Time dependent conformity to all 

• Physical deformation requirements 

• Chemical • Creep • Quality raw 

• Degradation leads • Ultimate strength materials 

to • Hardness • Superior 

• Local • Wear resistance techniques to 

deleterious obtain excellent 

changes surface finish or 

• Harmful texture 

systemic effects • Capability of 

material to get safe 

and efficient 

sterilisation 

• Cost of product 

The lack of material that would be tolerated by the body as well as possess the 

required properties has been the major drawback in orthopaedic surgery. Engineers 

have played a vital role in developing materials that can be used as replacements to 

the bone. Ti-6AI-4V has been used extensively for metallic implants. Ti-6AI-7Nb has 

been developed as an alloy that has better properties than the standard Ti-6AI-4V for 

metallic implants. Can the shortcomings of these two alloys be altered to ensure that 

the superior properties that titanium alloys have in the biomaterial field are not lost? 
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1.3 Objectives 

Various methods of surface modification have been employed to improve the wear 

resistance of titanium-based alloys. All these techniques have not been overly 

successful. Corrosion attack is exacerbated at the coating-substrate interface on the 

coated materials. Loosely bound surface oxide on oxidised material has eliminated 

thermal oxidation as a surface treatment. Modified surfaces of less than 2 !lm 

achieved through ion implantation has also proved rather less successful. Nitriding 

titanium and alloys has resulted in components with nodular surfaces. A further 

activity is then required to rehabilitate the surface of the nitrided components. 

Diffusion treatments have recently been developed to overcome various problems 

encountered with the techniques mentioned above. High reactivity of titanium 

towards oxygen, nitrogen and carbon forms the basis of the diffusion treatments. 

Instead of forming a thin poorly adherent ceramic layer 0, N, and C diffuse into the 

interstitial sites of the titanium matrix forming a solid solution which causes 

obstruction of the dislocation movement resulting in a harder and more wear resistant 

metal surface. The techniques used to improve the tribological properties of titanium 

are outlined in detail in chapter two. 

The aim of this research is to modify the surfaces of Ti-6AI-4V and Ti-6AI-7Nb for 

medical implants via Oxygen Diffusion Hardening (ODH). The oxygen diffusion 

hardening process should be reasonably obtainable, result in a thicker modified 

surface that is compatible with the component substrate. As the modification process 

is done on net-shaped components there should be no dimensional changes on the 

components after the ODH process and the surface integrity of the hardened 

component should be preserved. The ODH process should result in improved wear 

resistance on the titanium test pieces. 

1.4 Thesis Layout 

The work conducted during this research is presented in various chapters. The first 

chapter has been used to introduce the research. The second chapter will then review 

the work that has been done which is related to this research. The experimental 
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techniques used to conduct this research are outlined in chapter three. The results 

obtained from the experiments are presented and discussed in chapter four. 

Conclusions drawn from the results are stated m chapter five and the 

recommendations for future work are listed in chapter six. 
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Chapter Two 

Literature Review 

2.1 Materials Used in Total Joint Replacement. 

There are vanous materials that have been used as replacements to the bone in 

orthopaedic surgery. These materials fall into two groups, surface-modified metallic 

materials and ceramics. Metallic alloys used in joint replacements include, cobalt 

alloys, austenitic stainless steels and titanium alloys5. To avoid a galvanic couple it is 

useful to use identical metals. This concept was used as the original hip prosthesis 

components were manufactured from stainless steel components2,6. It was soon 

discovered that metal-on-metal artificial joints was not the best tribological design 

due to non-optimum fit between the articulating surfaces which results in excessive 

wear6,7,8. 

As an alternative to the metal-on-metal joints, Sir John Charnely developed a concept 

of low friction arthoplasty in the 1960s6. In his work he designed a small-diameter 

metallic femoral head articulating with a polymeric acetubular cup. The polymeric 

acetubular cup was originally made from polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) which was 

later replaced by ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene (UHMWPE)6,9. Although 

this design was widely accepted (with UHMWPE being the dominant orthopaedic 

material for 30 years), wear of UHMWPE when rubbing against metal femoral heads 

has been observed6. Various materials combinations were considered where it was 

concluded that the ceramic in the ceramiclUHMWPE prostheses caused less wear to 

the UHMWPE compared to titanium and cobalt based alloys6,IO,II,12,13. Ceramic 

materials involve the use of alumina and zirconia types5
• Various materials 

combinations used in total joint replacements (TGR's) are shown in table 2.1. 

e 'I ,,;, ,',' D r, I', (')' f 
'- ,~I f ~ I\~, I \.., r .. , C A. P f T () \\' ~,~ 
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Table 2.1: Materials combinations in TGR's.6 

Femoral Component Hip/tibial component 

Co-Cr-Mo Co-Cr-Mo 

Co-Cr-Mo UHMWPE 

Al uminalzirconia UHMWPE 

Alumina Alumina 

Ti-6AI-4V UHMWPE 

Surface coated Ti-6AI-4V UHMWPE 

7 

Results 

Early loosening rate and 

limited use. New 

developments show lowest 

wear rate. 

Widely employed, low 

wear 

Very low wear rate. 

Zirconia more impact 

resistant. 

Minimum wear rate. 

Reports of high 

UHMWPE wear due to a 

breakdown of titanium 

surface. 

Enhanced wear resistance 

to abrasion. Only thin 

treated layer achieved. 

Reports on possible harmful effects of UHMWPE such as sterilisation as well as the 

development of the metal-on-metal technology, through optimisation of cobalt based 

alloys, manufacturing process and prostheses geometry has seen metal-on-metal 

prostheses being the most widely used in Europe6
,14. Of all the possible joint 

replacement materials, titanium alloys have received the most attention in recent 

times. This is due to inherent properties of titanium that are very attractive to 

orthopaedic surgery. 
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2.2 Titanium Alloys in Orthopaedic Surgery 

Titanium is a transition metal with physical properties that are shown in table 2.2: 

Table 2.2 Physical properties of titanium 15 

Physical Property 

Lattice Parameter(a Ti) 

Value 

a= 2.9SA 

b = 4.68A 

Young's Modulus (polycrystalline titanium) 107 GPa 

Density 

Latent heat of (a <=> fJ) transformation 

Melting temperature 

Latent heat of fusion 

Latent heat of evaporation 

Specific heat 

Thermal expansion (at 1 SOC) 

Resistivity( at room temperature) 

Atomic weight 

Atomic number 

4.S0S gcm-3 

678 cal.mor l 

S Kcal.mor l 

112.S Kcal.mor1 

0.1248 cal/oC/g 

8.3Sx 1 0-6rc 

42-63x 1 0-60hm.cm 

44.88g 

22 

8 

Although pure titanium has superior corrosion resistance, titanium alloys are more 

useful than pure titanium in applications where mechanical strength is required. 

Titanium and its alloys show very high resistance to corrosion attack. This is due to 

the passivity of the metal's oxide which provides resistance to contamination below 
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535°C I6
• Titanium alloys have shown excellent biocompatibility. Biocompatibility 

means the metal is non-toxic and ions released by the metal do not have adverse 

effects on the surrounding body tissue. Chemistry and texture of this metal mediate 

the biomaterial-tissue interactionI7
,18,19,2o,21,22,23. Lavos-Valereto et a1.24 evaluated the 

growth and viability of cultured osteoblast-like cells on Ti-6AI-7Nb alloy with or 

without plasma-sprayed hydroxyapatite coating. The conclusions drawn from the cell 

viability and structural studies reveal that Ti-6AI-7Nb has relevant biological and 

physical properties as an implant material24
. Another important property of this metal 

is its high strength-to-weight ratio. Superior specific mechanical properties are 

achievable as a result of strengths up to 1400MN.m-2 combined with density of 

4.505gcm-3 16. 

2.2.1 Structure and Properties of Titanium and its Alloys 

High chemical reactivity has delayed the development of titanium due to the difficulty 

associated with melting, casting into ingots and hot working of this metat2s. Special 

high-stability refractories such as zirconia, tho ria, and yttria are used during the 

casting instead of the conventional silica and zirconium silicate moulds26
. 

Conventional refractories result in components with unacceptable surface finish and 

gross porositl6
. Low density, high thermal stability and high strength make titanium 

a candidate for aerospace and structural application. Indeed initial work on the metal 

has been based on titanium being a possible replacement to aluminium in aerospace 

applications due to titanium's superior thermal integrity. 

Titanium exhibits a hexagonal close packed (HCP) alpha (a) phase at room 

temperature which transforms into a body centred cubic (BCC) beta (~) phase at 

880°C2S
. The temperature at which this allotropic phase transformation occurs is 

known as the transus temperature27
. Pure titanium is restricted to applications that 

involve moderate loads. The mechanical properties of pure titanium are shown in 

table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3: Mechanicall!rol!erties of commercially I!ure titanium 25. 

Material Chemical Tensile Yield Percent BHN 
Analysis, Strength Strength Elongation 
percent MPa MPa 

Ti 99 Ti 262 to 690 151 to 586 17 to 30 115 to 
220 

Titanium-based alloys are employed in applications where high mechanical strength is 

required28. A wide range of physical and mechanical properties are achievable by 

addition of alloying elements27
. Addition of these elements alters the transus 

temperature. Some elements stabilise the a phase thereby giving the "all a" alloys. 

Other elements will stabilise the p phase resulting in the "all W' alloys28. A p-alloy 

will contain enough p stabilisers such that 100% P is retained upon quenching above p 

transus. The alloy therefore has a beta stabilising content to an extent that the 

chemical composition lies above Pc, in figure 2.1. 

Figure 2.1: Pseudo-binary phase diagram of Ti-8 stabilizer6
• 

Addition of controlled amounts of a and p stabilising elements results in an a-p alloy 

at room temperature. Alloying solutes such as manganese, chromium, iron, copper, 

tantalum, molybdenum, niobium and vanadium stabilize the p phaSe and lower the 
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temperature oftransfonnation from ~ to a27. Aluminium is the most notable alloying 

element that stabilises the a phase of titanium28
. Other elements that stabilise the a 

phase include carbon, oxygen and nitrogen6. Tin and zirconium are neutral solutes 

that have little effect on the transfonnation temperature27
. Depending on the 

microstructure that an alloy exhibits it will have certain properties. Near a and a 

titanium alloys have superior corrosion resistance with limited application on medical 

implants due to their low ambient temperature strength6. The a + ~ alloys exhibit 

higher strength due to the presence of the two phases. The ~ alloys and metastable ~ 

alloys exhibit high strength, good fonnability as well as high hardenabilitl. The ~ 

alloys have been eannarked as the alloys that will be very useful in total joint 

replacement. Combination of low elastic modulus and superior corrosion resistance 

are the unique properties that these alloys have presented to the science of orthopaedic 

surgery6. 

2.2.1.1 Ti-6AI-4V 

Ti-6AI-4V is the alloy that has been widely used in surgical implants. It is the most 

commonly used alloy due to its high strength, workability and good fatigue resistance, 

good corrosion resistance and high biocompatibility28. Although this alloy was 

initially designed for aerospace application it is used extensively in surgical implants, 

pressure vessels, aircraft turbine and compressor blades and disks6. Aluminium is an 

a phase stabiliser while vanadium is a ~ phase stabiliser. The effects of the two 

solutes on phase transfonnation of the titanium metal are depicted by the phase 

diagrams in figure 2.2a-b. 

e 'i ,N' I ' ! c' n c. T V ,-', r :......' ,. r, . ...1 ' l \.,J I 
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Addition of controlled mnounts of tll<' two elements re~ults in the stability of alpha 

and h"ta phascs at room klnpcralure. The ;;nne;;led m,crO~lructure of tll<' al loy shows 

lbe dark 0 phase at th~ grain boundaries of lhe while u ph;;,e ilS shown in figure 2.33. 

,,-_ Light (, = pha~e 

Figure 2.3a: Ti 6,\1 4" har h eld for 1 hr at 9S(,"("" anti fuman- cooled'\!. 

jhe t"o bil1my systems of Ti-Al ~l1d Ti-V indicale lhal lil~nium dissolves aboul 7% 

~Iuminium while ~omplcte solub il ity is 1101e<;i for the til;;nium-vanat/ium himlr)' 

syskm. 

2.2.1.1.1 Heat-Treatment of Titanium Allo.~'s and Mechanical 
"roperties of Ti-6AI-4 V. 

Ti-6AI-4V exhibits a 0 transus kmperaturc at 890"C according to ShivpllIi ct al.J2 

This is different from the rerorts mad~ hy K.err et al.Dand llyn et a1:14 who have 

studied the alteration of the 0 tmnsus kmpcrature ,vith the additi,ms of hydrogcn on 

this alloy. l\(Jtll these 81lJ{iies suggest a ~ tr;;118U8 tcmper;;lure of ;;I'ound 1000 "C for 

lhis alloy. At this temperature (I and [1 plm~e~ transfonn into an ··all W' system. There 

are ,everal heat treatmcnts (hat are used for titanium alloys. 'j itanium castings that 

arc heat treilled yi eld produ,.:ls of comparable or cvcn higher mechanical pmpertie~ to 

lhose of \\Toughl pn.>duds2b \l,.l,en lhe alloy is slowly cooled limn lhe all 0 region, 

the (, phase emerges in the shape of platcs below the 0 transus temperature with the 
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erysutllographie morphology th~1 i, relattx110 the parent D phase. nle d~h clTt~el 011 

the metal reveals white plate' thut correspond to the alpha phase while the thin dark 

rq;ions h~tween the alpha pl ate~ ure the OCU! phase in the typi~al Widmun'llmen 

strllctur~. VilTcrcnt cool ing rates Irmn various temperatures re,ull in distinct 

mierostrllctures and me~hanjcal properties. The el, el' and the D phases ar~ obs~rvcd in 

,arLOlL~ yolumc tT~ctions ~nd ~ombinulions owing to annealing lem[lt'mlures and 

cooling rates. The a' ph~"" is t(lTTIled during the martensitic tmll5fOtllllltioll trom 

quenching ~b"y", lh~ belu tnmSl.lS lemperature. As the alloy ~rosses lh~ M, (starl of 

nmrtell5ik) line. Ih~ B microstructure 1T>Ulsforms into titanium mart~nsit"'. The baskCl 

weav~ strUClur~ orlh~ "ir-cooled microstructure is shown in figur~ 2.3b. 

Figure 2.3h: Ti--6AI-4V, forged ~t 103H"C ~hove the heta transus. air cooled. 

annealed for 2 hr lit 704 0c, ~nd ~ir cooled showing a Widman~tiittl'n 

"tructure JI . 

Wh~n titanillin martensite is reheated kmpering williah place ""' 1.1 preeipilules from 

the superSllturated u'. When highly alloy~d u-~ ullo)'s ure qu.:nchcu from the ~ field, 

D' which is supersaturated in titanium IS formed. \Vhenlhis sLlpersatLlrllled Slructure is 

agd el wil l start to p~cipitale in a Widmansliil1cn structure shown in fib'ure 2.3b. 

Figure 2.4 provides a schematic for the two heat tr~~tment p~ths. 
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, 
. 

~,," '''h ....... 'w,. """,,,"'M"" • 
. 

.,~"< 
( Q.io"" . -- . , < • 

" - ~l ~< ...... . .. 'r 
T;,_ 

Fi2.un.' 2A: 11" >1' tr..atmrn l ofille >II[1h .... b~ .. t ~ titalliunl .. Iln yt~t 

Vlllurnc fraclion (~") "f phases pre~el1t U[)I.1n <.Ii lTcrent heaHr~alml'T\l~ III a study 

~'tl!lducled b} JO\'f,!\O\ic et ~I.'" is shown in tuhle 2.4, 

T"h l~ 2.-1: Voh .. " .. fr.t<'1ioa 1% ) of IIh .. ,<"" ,,(\'M'nl 11(111 11 tlilTrr~ nl bU I-

" I r .. ~tmrn t" • 

T("e) 

1100 

1050 

1000 

'150 

~" 

!ISO 

\\' Illcr-Quenchin!! 

1 • .1 (M 
«= 98.7 

.5 (In 

6 = 95 

7.8 (J3) 

a - 92.2 

42,1 (<<J 

Ii ::: 5(}-57J! 

Jj = I! 

fIl .J (n } 

6: .:' 26.9 

0 ,:, ]0 

SO (u ) 

.; .,. 10 

f) ., 10 

Air·~"oljng: 

14.7(11) 

fl+ u\< '" 85.3 

JU (a) 

1\- II ~, · : 65.5 

51J.'1 (nJ 

0~ CIA' "' 49.J 

12.2 (\I ) 

J3' '-' M." . 21tH 

81.3 (u) 

~+ 10M ' '" 18.7 

84.5 (ul 

)3+ QA" '" 15.S 

wher~ (lAC means adcu]"r" phase and 6: is the lT1arlen,ile phase. 

F Unlace-ClIO I i 11 g 

9.5 (u) 

Jl- rt >l 

9 7 (\1) 

I,· I'N 

9(1 (It) 

p- rest 

95 (a) 

1)= reS! 

9.5 (1.1) 

1)-- re~1 

95 (0) 

II- I'l:S\ 
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I2lcm<:m;l1 cumposilio :l anal ~'Si$ lind Illccha nical propcni.:s 10.- ... rought and cas\ Ti-

6/\I--IV is sho,,'n in tables 2.5a ;lnd h, 

T.hl~ 2.!'ia; Elemental cIlmposition 5 !IC£i(k~li",," rnf fIlst and WrtlU1!hl T"'/\AI-4\, 
, 

~ lIn, !<" • 

Standard T, 

ASTM Balance 
Fl t08 _ 
97 (cas\) 

ASTM Balance 
F136 -
96 
(wrought) 

AI V 

55- 35 . 
6 75 45 

5 5- 35 -
6 .75 4 5 

W eight ("!o) 

N C 0 H 

0 ,05 0 .10 020 max 0.0 15 
ma< ma< nla:.: 

005 0.08 o 20 max 0.0121 
m" ~, ma< 

T" .• 

S~(.· ti on ~i/c" o f 0.813 mm and un n":l may huv~ u hyurog:en conlent up to 0.0150 III % 

Standard Minimum 
Tensile 
strenglh 
(MPa) 

Minimum 
02% plo ol 
stfength 
(MPa) 

Minimum 
% 
elongation 

Minimum 
% 
reduction 
em area 

Hardness 
(Rockwell 
C) 

Fe 

0 30 
m" 

0.25 
ma< 

A5TM 860 758 8 14 Unspecified 
Fl1 08 - 97 
(cast) 

ASTM 930 860 10 20 - 25 Unspecifi ed 
F1 472 -93 
(wrought) 

TIk- d ""Tll"m;l1 C"Ompu:< i,;nn 'irlaly;<;j~ (lnt! mcrhallical propt'T1k:s for oillel ,o.roll\l.ht 

~~nd.lrds of Ihis alloy arc 51101'111 in appo: nU ; ~ R. 

UNIVERSITY O F CAPl TOWN .... .._.... ... .... . 
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2.2.1.2 Ti-6A I-7.'ib 

rh~re h~, be~n u de~1ine in usc of Ti-6AI-4V alloy in orthopaedic impl<inls due 10 

high incide-n~e of a'eptie i<xlsening·' . Jl1Urns Olll thm titanium lws lXXlr Iribologi~al 

propertk>. The ereulion of dd.n, due 10 the aclion of Vi~ar lhat kads to lis>ue

bb~kening has ken report~d~. Poorly adhering surface oxide- layer which conlinually 

dd",",h~> from lh~ metal is helieved 10 he the result of the- debris formation between 

lhe artieulming ,mfaees. 

Following the declin~ in th~ uS(' of ri-6t\1-4V alloy III orlhopu~dic sllrg~ry_ new 

alloys or the litanium metal have ocm developed. Initi;llly the r~a,on for Ihe drop in 

application of lhi> metal ulloy WilS high in~jd~n<.:e of ;Is~ptic loosening. Reccnt 

studie-s have revealc-d anolhcr druwbad ;Is>ocjat~d with the us~ of the alloy in implanl 

surgery. Aeco .... ling to Oliveira eta1.2~, studie-s conducted by Ito et al. and Okw.aki ct 

al. concluded that wn;ldium is toxi~ in the human body. Similar 10 other to~ic m~tals 

vanadium can oc~umuJate in th~ human body organs, such ilS liv~r, bone and kidney'. 

Th~ alt~mali,~ was found in r~pla~ing ~an<ttlillm with niobium in the titanillm ([ + ~ 

~lloy tyr<'. Niobium stubilises th~ ~ phase in the alloy a, depided hy th~ Ti"'Ib 

binary >ystem >oo,vn in figur~ 2.5. 

"00 

.!-' L8 00 

e ">00 lb70 

t 1400 

~ UOO 

(llTi. Nb) 

Figure 2.5: T i-MI billa!) phase s, slcm J!. 
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According to a tissue reaction analysis, niobium is classified into a vital class of 

materials while vanadium belongs to a toxic class28
. Ti-6AI-7Nb commercially 

known as protasul-1 00 alloy has been developed as a possible replacement to Ti-6AI-

4 V in the field of metal implants. This alloy has an a/~ equiaxed structure with 10-12 

% ~ phase36
. The elemental composition specifications and mechanical properties of 

protasul-100 are shown in table 2.6a and b. 

Table 2.6a: Elemental composition specifications for Ti-6AI-7Nb alloy36. 

Ti Nb 

Balance 6.50-
7.50 

AI 

5.50-
6.50 

Ta 

0.50 
max 

Weight (%) 

Fe 

0.25 
max 

N 

0.05 
max 

Table 2.6b: Properties of Ti-6AI-7Nb alloy36. 

o c 

0.20 max 0.08 
max 

Property Density 0.2% Tensile Elongation Reduction Young's Fatigue 

Value 

proof strength on 50 of area modulus strength 
stress 

4.52 Min. Min. Min 12% Min 35% 105 GPa ±500MPa 
gcm-3 900MPa 1000Mpa 

As mentioned in the introduction, there are various ways that have been employed to 

modifY the surface of titanium and its alloys. 

e ",",1"1;""', ."{ C",' 
~~ .... I ~ '. r. " ,,_, 

~~ 

Hardness 
Hv 

360 
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2.3 Techniques Used to Modify the Surface of Titanium Alloys 

Most of these techniques are based on high reactivity of titanium with respect to 

elements such as oxygen, nitrogen and carbon37
. The high reactivity of this transition 

metal can be attributed to its electronic structure (Ii, 2i, 2p6, 3i, 3p6, 3ei, 4s\ 

There is a stable shell of eight electrons and four (3d + 4s) electrons that are held 

loosel/5
• 

2.3.1 Coating of Titanium Alloys 

Improved wear resistance can be achieved by producing components with thick 

coatings. These coatings can be introduced by Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD), 

Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) and plasma spray. Achieving implants of 

consistent coating that influences physical-chemical behaviour is very challenging 

and in many instances spalling and delimination of the coating is experienced38
. The 

shortcoming of the process is the exfoliation as a result of corrosive attack at coating 

substrate interface. This effect (exfoliation) is worsened by the high porosity of the 

coating. 

2.3.2 Thermal Oxidation 

Titanium components are thermally oxidised at elevated temperatures (850°C) in air39. 

The result is a thin oxide layer that is formed on the surface of the titanium alloy. The 

thin oxide layer inhibits further reaction and therefore no further oxygen molecules 

can diffuse into the surface of the component. Severe scaling is experienced when 

temperature is increased or longer heat-treatments are performed in an attempt to 

increase the depth of the modified layer. The scaling of the poorly adherent oxide 

layer can be attributed to the high value of the Pilling-Bedworth ratio for titanium39,4o. 

The Pilling-Bedworth ratio, R of a metal oxide is defined as the ratio of the volume of 

the metal oxide which is produced by the reaction of metal and oxygen, to the 

consumed metal volume 41. 

R == Vmelaloxideproduced = Md -------- Eqn (1) 
V amD metal consumed 
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D and M are the density and molecular weight of the metal oxide that has a 

composition: (metal)a (oxygen)b while m and d are the atomic weight and density of 

the metal. When R is less than one, the oxide cannot cover the whole surface as it is 

porous and therefore non-protective. Compressive stresses exist in metal oxides with 

large R. The result is buckling and spalling of the metal oxide. According to 

Corrosion Doctors Organisation4J , Chalmers and McKay of Harvard University 

separated protective metal oxides from non-protective metal oxides and titanium 

forms a non-protective metal oxide. The rest of the metals they separated are shown 

in appendix C. 

The nature of oxides that form on titanium and its alloys are shown in table 2.7. 

Table 2.7: Nature of oxides formed on titanium and its alloys6. 

Material Oxide 

Ti02 Ah0 3 Nb20 s V20 S Mo03/Mo02 Zr02 

cp Ti x 

Ti-6AI-4V x x x 

Ti-SAI- x x 

2.SFe 

Ti-6AI- x x x 

7Nb 

Ti-lSMo- x x x x 

SZr-3AI 

The difference between V20 S formed in Ti-6AI-4V and Nb20 s Ti-6AI-7Nb is the fact 

that Nb20 s is chemically much more stable, less soluble and more biocompatible in 

comparison to V 20S 42,43. The selected physico-chemical properties of titanium oxides 

and oxides of other metals used as alloying elements in titanium in table 2.8 show the 

superiority Nb20 s of over V 20S in metallic implants. 
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Table 2.8: Physico-chemical properties of titanium oxide and of oxides of 

other metals used as alloying elements in titanium alloy42. 

Element Most stable Typical tissue 

oxide response 

Ti Ti02 Inertness 

Al Ah03 Sequestration 

Nb Nb20 5 Inertness 

V V20 5 Toxicity 

Zr Zr02 Inertness 

Ta Ta20 5 Inertness 

Fe Fe203 Sequestration 

Cr Cr203 Toxicity 

Co C020 3 Toxicity 

Recently the thin oxide layer has been supported by an oxygen diffusion zone as 

means of improvement to the easy process of thermal oxidation. Four fifths of air 

consists of nitrogen 15,44. It is therefore worth mentioning that during oxidation in air 

there is nitrogen intake as well. Dong and Li39 detected nitrogen pile-up in the 

titanium oxygen interface of Ti-6AI-4V specimens oxidised in air as shown in figure 

2.6. However, nitrogen plays a minor role in the scaling of titanium in air as a result 

of slower diffusion rates of nitrogen in titanium and titanium nitride as well as the 

instability of titanium nitrides with respect to the oxides l5
. Another atmospheric gas 

that takes part in the reaction is water vapourl5
. 
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100 
90 
80 

" 70 • -• 60 

" 0 50 
'" 

Titanium 

• 40 --c 30 • 0 
Nitrogen 

= 2JJ 0 
U 10 

0 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

De(th,nun 

F igur" 2 .6: Com posil ion profile sho" ing nitrogen pile-ull at thr interface 

belween the oxide lanr 'lOti the ~uhstrate durin!: o.\idation of Ti-6Al.4 \,39. 

A s~ries of expt"rimen(s ,hmvn m whle 2.9 mooocled loy Dong d aL" indi~alC thm 

lhemlally midi,cd spe~imen, ofTi-6AI-4V comain a h:mkocJ oxygen diffusion wnc 

underneath the thin surlace compound layer. A hardened surface layer with an Iluter 

compound layer and inner diffusion layer ~an ~ achieved-" _4'. 
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Table 2.9: Oxide layer thicknesses and diffusion zone de~ths resulting from 

various oxidation heat treatments in air45
• 

No. Time Temp. Thickness Depth of 
(hr) (OC) of the the 

oxide diffusion 
layer hardened 
(/lm) zone 

(/lm) 

1 50 600 1.4 10.6 

2 100 600 2 14 

3 3 630 0.2 4 

4 10 650 8 

5 2.5 700 1 10 

6 20 680 8 20 

7 8 700 6 15 

8 20 700 10 27 

9 48 700 15 45 

2.3.2.1 Kinetics of Reactions of Titanium as well as the Nature of 
Scale Formed during Oxidation in Air 

Morton and Baldwin46 carried out their study of the scaling of titanium in air on 

sintered magnesium-reduced titanium using a gravimetric technique 1 
5,46. They 

concluded that at temperatures between 250 and 700°C the increase in weight, w, of a 

specimen heated in air for time, t, obeyed, after initial deviations a modified parabolic 

law of the form39,46: 

(w- wo Y = kt -------- Eqn (2) 

where Wo and k are constants for any given temperature. The scaling rate 

dw1d = kl( ) -------- Eqn (3) 
Idt /2 w-wo 
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is controlled by the amount of gas absorbed in excess of a certain amount, wo, which 

is fixed for each temperature. The quantity k was found to be more temperature 

dependent than woo After a comparable short time of heating the magnitude of w is 

much greater than that of Wo hence the quantity Wo has not been found to have a very 

marked effect on the form of the isothermal gas-absorption I time curves. Morton and 

Baldwin 46 discovered discontinuities on the absorption isothermals occurring after 

heating periods which became shorter at higher temperatures. According to Morton 

and Baldwin the discontinuities took the form of a sudden increase in the rate of gas 

absorption, which continued for a short period and then gradually fell off again until 

the isothermal reverted to a parabolic form, the new parabola corresponding to a 

value, k2' of the constant, k, different from that governing the earlier parabolic section 

of the curve, k]15. Values of (k])1/2 and (k2) 112 plotted by Baldwin and Morton from 

their experimental curves logarithmically against the reciprocal of the absolute 

temperature are shown in figure 2.7. Similar data obtained from the experiments of 

Gulbransen and Andrew47
,48 on the scaling of titanium in oxygen are included for 

companson. 

e I """;l'~ T" ',':,"" ".- -r'-)'"'' l, ," 1 , > ", ,; ! _,' ,r ',,,,L\ r l: ." .. '1' 1\: 

.~ 
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Figure 2.7: V~hH" "I' (kd""l "ml (k,) l il obtained b. Morton and Baldwin"" from 

"'perimeqllli CIII"yes of the ,""rells" in weight of titanium 011 hCliting in air as a 

function of temperature amI a ,imilar data "htailled from the "xpt'rim"nt~ or 
(; ulbransf"" amI And rew"- <>l on the Sl'BI;,,!! of tita Ilium in ox),gen. 

The Cilfly pilrat"oJic '~c li"n or th~ is()lh~rmal curve for the oxidation (2S0"C-71)YC) 

of litallium in ~ir corre~ponds to a value (k,) of the <x>nstam k and the later stage of 

oxidation (800°C-1000TJ parabolic i~"thcnnal corrcsronds to a .. alue (k2) of the 

constam k' l. As suggested by figure 2.7. the relatiollship b.:l,,~en li In K, ami y;. is 

not lin~ar, hence Morton and UaJd\vin did 110t ml<:mpt 10 c\illuak (he activation 

cncr~ics ofth~ process<:s oP<'rativ~ during the two st"g~' "f[heir "xidalions' l. 
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MOr1<>1I nnd Baldwin .... ha\~ rliblistw:.J Ihe sk tlc~, of the !lellk fo"noo on hi.'a l1nl,: 

ti l:mium In air depi ... I""" in fil'llfC' 2.8. 

(a) 700 -~OO"C 

lIulde - / 'gt;/ olup 

8ronze COIOf'{7t,OIl 

- yellow Drow n ~jj~~i7! ~'~-::O::U~;,I,:~r~s~,"~,;;, 
Olll/! 

Nil/ fil' - dork blllE' 
ItO . J'ameTi 

md olhc flppf {Jr{JflU 
17-1 1.1 f l O-Powder 

(b) &;:5 -8.5O°C /'0"11 times 

A - 1I"ld!' s/r"cfuI'P. T lO,.-
fiarlr fJ/ue 

if hZOj- h;.l' pIJrplepowtfl'r 

C Ti.O 1 f1r1alllc 
~ Tr,O . ~om(' II, u/'pt(JfY}!1ce 
l - h ,TtO- /'owdrl' 

Figun: 2.11 : Thf 31llwa ran« Hf !hl' u'a lc o b,ernot.! by Morton :IIIU 

R~loh. in "'· I" form (l1l "OIU IU"rsi ~ ll i l~n ium ~ n"r hUl in::. in air. 

II has beCIi cstn blisht tl by Finlol)' ,u.t! Snyde,"" liS wel l as BumP". Kessler :lnd 

Ii o nscn~, Ih;tT ill midi.ioll 1<) t~ " ... hd sol UTion o r "X)"g~ll in tiumillll1 . at [CIIST Three 

inlc nt1 cdi:lI~ phases.. TiO. I i,O, lind TiO. e:-.ist wilh olh~r phase:!.. Ti,O, and Ti )O, Ihal 

an: {X1 s~iblc tn fonn" , Sum~ ul" IheM: pha..e~ Bre shown in thc Ti-O bi",,,), ~ystern in 

figure 2.9. 
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~ 

• c 

• " , ("Ti) 
• , . 

,. Atomic PNcent Oxygen 

Hc;ure 2.9: I'ha ~e diac;ram of the Ti-O ~\-'tcm!2_ 

Thert'lo re the reaction of oxygen with li tan ium as a dynamic process would he 

~xT"'ckd \0 be an extreme!,' complex rrocess since a1 icast five and possibly more 

dis\ind la,'ers are likel,' to be fiHmd r,.,tween the uncontaminated core of an oxidiscd 

~ample of titanium and thc outer surface layer'-' . The oxi<fution readion~ or ti\ani urn 

<He therefore nO! full,' undcrstood, It has been established though lhat the gre,,\er part 

of the scale which is in direct contact with the atmosphere is rutik and since it is 

ohservcd in general that the thickness of lhe scale increases wilh lime. il may be 

assumcd that the rate l.f diffusion or oxygen \hrough the coherent oUler la,'e rs of rutile 

is thc PflICCSS controlling the rea"tioll nlte under all ~onditio~s whi~h are of pmctical 

importance and thus any redl1Clion of the rate of ditTlision of oxygen in rutile would 

be expeded to decrea~e lhe rale or s"ale fiHmation' l, 

2.~.3 Ion [mpiantalion 

This invol\'e~ firing or atoms into a titanilln1 surface. This process can be carried out 

at ambientt~mpcmturcs as it requires no heating up of the subsl'..Itc. The pro~~ss is 
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independent of the solubility ofd~ments that are fired at tit~nium subW~k ~nd (here 

are no dimen,ional changes on lh~ substrate. In practice thi~ is quite a complicm~d 

aclivit),. h,r complex geometry components. the line of site constraints rLXJuires tilfgct 

JII~niptd<1tion and carcful dose contro1411
• l ligh energy implanters ,md po>t-impJant 

~nncaling arC "sed to i!l<;reasc thc very ,hallow modified depths achie\'Cd by ion 

implantation. Nitroge" ion implantation is the mo~t widely used ~urf,lce treatJllent 01' 

titanium components. Strdcher et al-'" conduct .... l the ~tudy ofN' impl~ntil1ion on Ti-

6AI-7Nb. An jncre~se in h~rdness w~s ob>erved 10 ~ depth orJes~ than 1 flrn_ Figure 

2. \0 shows that the depth of maximum N+ conccntratiOtl with the in\'e~tigmed 

variations was I->eJow lOOllm. 

~ 

" IE: 75x101.Z 
o , 
o 

o 

r I \ 

I \ 
\ 
I , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 

\L-----~ ,_ .. ~.-.J-:.~~ 
100 200 300 400 50C 
Depth from sp~tlcred surface (~m) 

Figurc 2. 10; l\' itr"gep i"p profilc for a IiH-foltl implantatiop treatmept of Ti

(,AI 7Nh with cumulatiH pmllk f" r differen t cpngy implantel1'.lO. 

2.3.4 Nitrogen Diffusion Hardening 

Introducing nitrogen (I'd into the intersti tial sites of th~ ti tanitun h1Uice Can improvc 

the hardoc,;s of titanium substant i~lI y. Thermo-chemical nitriding processes such as 

gas ",xl ~alt bmh ni tritling h~ve been used. lligher me,m roughnc,s values and 

increasing nOllular surfaces of t; t<1n;UIII C< lJllp()nenL~ treated b)' th~se lJ:~ditionJ.l 

nitritling processes have been reported '". Recently plasma nirriding has been 
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introdue~d to overcomo;: various exi~ting probkms lhal are assoc;aled ,,;th traditional 

nitriding processes. Du.ring this prclC<!SS spullcring ro;:mov~s tho;: r~aclive la)er_ 

I h· h . ," Increased proces~ rales are made possib ~ b} 19 t~mflt'raturo;: processIng . 

Dislorti()n of eomptmenls lro;:al~d al high kmpcraturo;:s ha~ hcen rcported40 

2.3.5 Oxygen Diffusion Hardening 

This is a process hy which oxygen atoms diffuse into the titanium component HI 

ekvatcd temperatures, Controlled diffusion can resuJt in a nct of flu.x of atomic 

• • mm-emem mto the su.bstrate- , The movement of these foreign aloms into the 

titaniwn substrate docs not change the dimensions of the substrate. The much smaller 

oxygen atoms occu.py the inkrstitial sites of the titaniu.m matrix. There are four 

factor-; that atl'ect the pr(lCO;:ss of oxygen ditl'u.sion into the surface of litanium. The 

kmperature al which lhe dilru~ion is carried out. time allowed lilf Ihe dilILJ:;ioll 

proc~ss, parlial pressme of the ox)g~n as ,,~II as Ihe solutos (Oother elemenls) 

dissolved in tlw litaniu.m matrix l
_ Th~ ::;ludy eondl1<'l~d hy Poggi~ ctl al showed that 

zir~Oonium is ~ssenti al to Ooxyg~n diffusion and surloce hardening ofTi-Nb-Zr al lOoYs at 

SOO"('. In lhe slu.d} Ti-Nb-Zr samples were hard~ned by linear r.lmp-up 10 500'C 

owr two hOours and six hOours al SOO"C and finally cookd 10 room tempt'raturo;: in on~ 

hour, The hardness values mca~ured on the tr~a(o;:d alloys aro;: shOo\-\n in figure 2.11. 

• ""' ,---
~ 1750 

'" 1500 o -

, 
T, 

16Nb· 

HZr 
" ". 

16r-b- 13Nb_ 

'" Oil 

T, " 12Nb_ 10Nb-
nil nil 

1 •• • ". ". ". ". ". 
12Nb- 9Nb- 17Nb- 12Nb- "",. 
HZ, Oil 'il ", ", 

Figure 2.1 1: K"nop hardnc~~ Hines (lOg) for the surfaces of the Ti-J'ib-Zr 

alloys " .. n:clI harde"ed in "irl. 
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lligh~r hardness is achieved hy an "III amos! oxide layer below whi~h IS th~ 

interstitial oxygen h;mkned metal. Scmli!sch Cl al:\6 have successfully han.kned Ti-

6AI-7Kb through oxygen difru8ion han.kning. FiguT1.' 2. 12 shows that a hardness of 

more than twice the hardncss of thc hulk matcrial can he achieved on the 8urface "j" 

the alloy. 

BOO, 

- --

Figure 2.12: lIartlne~s prolile of (hygen dilTusion h'lrdening treated Ti 

6AI_7Nh.l6. 
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Figur~ 2.13 ~how~ th~ redudion of the ~ pha,,~ n~ar Ih", surfac~ which indicates lhe 

dTc<;l or oxygen as the u phus.:: ,Iabili,,~r on tilt' ulloy_ 

Th~ df~cl of oxyg~n on room l<!mpt'r,dur~ (",nsil.! prOp<;rti~" and haruncs" of(ilanium 

shm.\TI in figure 2.14 was coostrueted by .bITec, Ogden ,md MakUlhJ
" as wdl as 
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Finlay and Snyder49. The diHgmm sho"s lh~ i n~re"s" or ,ariou~ mechanical 

pmperti~s and the reduction in elongJlion. 

a.U.D 

~~ss- ~. ! 
/ Ii ," 50\C A ------

\ - tfaroness -\.,'" I 
w \ \ .-' - '~----r--'-'- ---- -

~:r><r" I I I 

I[jU ~ i"-.... -. -. "tIOI/!I(Jflon(on hn) 11'1 
l}. . I {/lJf'I!I(Jt;of'l(Of'll;n -=) -! __ 
~ 20 ------/----1 --1 . I --:- I r 

, N" -- - - --I--t--+-----jl- - ·1 

i 
i 

10 -- - -

I 
0 5 0, 

Hgun' 2.14: Effc ... t (If (lwgcn "n rHom-lf'mIIHaturf' tf'n~ilc l'rOl'crtic, anti 

hartln.'" of titanium '9_". 
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Ditfusion lreal~d m~tals are more favollred than coated metals du~ to the problems 

assodated \\ilh coaling-sub'>1rale interface. The differelKe in the structur~ of the 

coating and that of lh~ ~ubstrate results in a mismatch of properties at the imerface. 

The diflusion zon~ ben~ath the compound layer rcSlllt~ in a ~moother hardness 

transition between the outer compound layer and the ~lLbstrale beneath' 'Ihis 

phenom~non is depi<:ted by II"" sd""maties of a coated metal and a di tlusion hardened 

metal in figliR" 2.15. 

, ,------

I 
DIl'f'USl"'; 
~ 
CO!<IT"'"Ti<A nOl< 

I 

(b) DfFf1JSIOr>i IlARDE. ... W 

Figur~ 2.15: (a) <I "VI) (phv~ical yapour d~p\" it i"n) ~~ramic cmlled metall ic 

all(l\', (h) a ditlusion hardencd mctallic ~1I()y l . 

2.3.6 Deer Case Hardening ofTitaniurn Alluys with Oxygen. 

A short heating time of the ti tanium compon('nls results in a surface layer "hieh 

contains dissolycd oxygen at a COTlceTltration (hat dimini~hes gradually with the 

increase of dislance from the metal ~ lIrface lJ. High Pill ing-llcdworth ratio of the 

ti tanillm alloys which reslIlt~ in soeveR" scaling that compromise~ the <jllfllily of 

surface~ h,,-, ruled out thcnnal oxidation as a surface tr~atm<:nl 10 improve tribnlngical 
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properties of titanium. In reeent studies. a new thermal oxidation process whereby an 

adherent thin oxide film supported b)' an ox)gell diffusion zone has ocen deYdo[1Cd. 

rhe two-step process is referred to as deep case hardening. of titanium alloys with 

oxygen or Oxygen BtlOst Diffusion Hm'd{",lllng (OBDln19J1
. The first step im'olves 

heating the mctal in air. In the e,'ent that the compound layer is found unsuitable it 

can be broken d0\'>11 by furtller heat-treating the pre-oxidiscd specimen at elevatcd 

temperatures in vacuum or under inert gas atmosphere allowing for the coherent oxide 

bycr \0 be rC-<lboorbed by the met<lJ le<lving only a metal-gas solid solmion ll.19."l. 

Controlling (he paTamder~ of this proc~ss sud <IS the time of h<;<lting. temJXrature 

and gas pTe~sure can prociw;e surfa~~ Jayer~ of my d~siT~d hardn~ss whereby the 

honding of the hardened surface lay~r \0 (h~ ~ore i~ strong sin~e th~ bt1i~es of the 

core material and the solid soliition ar~ (ully C0h<;ren\I~. C. Roe\dler~J con~J Ulkd that 

a post diffusion treahncn\ applied to Tirne(550 (Ti-4.050AI-2.075Sn-O.-I15Si

O.035Fc-4.140Mo-O.OlUC, with IHOO ppm 0 and 35 ppm N) inc!"t)ases the ef(e~\iv~ 

case depth from 60 to 120 fUn. thllS improvin!,- [he poor wear resi~I.<!'lC~ <lsool"iated 

with titaniuml.'. Time allowed for th~ first SlCP of [r.c proe~ss is critical. Th~ 

obtained adherent oxide layer t.ccom~s an oxy!'-en reseT",ir for the second skl'. 

Figure 2.16 shows thc eff~ets of time allowed for the IIrst step on mierohardl1c~s (ur 

Ti-6AI-4V on a study conductcd by Dong and U :w. 

1000 
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~ e 400.0 
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Figure 2.16: F:rf.,ct or the oxidation lime in stCfl 1 on Ihe micrnhardncss 

d i,lri bUlion of the ongen h"",t diff".,i"" treated materiaI J
". 
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Either shorter time or longer time oxidation in step one resulted in weaker effective 

hardening effect compared with that produced using an optimum oxidation time (30 

minutes )39. Oxidation for a short time (15 minutes) results in a thin oxide formation 

which results in less oxygen for step two. Longer (45 minutes) oxidation time results 

in a crumbly oxide that spalls off and the result is less oxygen for step two. 

Table 2.10 summarizes the surface treatments that are used in various total joint 

replacement metals. 

Table 2.10: Treatments presently used in TGR's5 

Substrate 

Ti-6AI-7Nb 

Ti-13Nb-13Zr 

Ti-6AI-4V 

Co-Cr-Mo 
(cast and wrought) 

Zircadyne 705 (Zr-
2.5Nb) and other 
zirconium alloys 

Ti-6AI-4V 

Ti-6AI-4V 

Ti-6AI-4V 

Various metals 

Surface treatment Commercial Current status 
affiliation/sponsor 

Oxygen diffusion Zimmer, USA C 
hardening 

Oxygen diffusion 
hardening 

Nitriding 

Nitriding 

Oxygen diffusion 
hardening or 
nitriding 

PVD-TiN 

PVD-TiN 

DLC 

DLC 

Smith and 
Nephew 
Richards, USA 

Zimmer, USA 

Smith and 
Nephew 
Richards, USA 

Innovatique, 
France 

Endotec, USA 

Ion Tech, UK 

T eer Coatings, 
UK 

IVT 

IVT 

IVT 

IVT 

CE 

CE 

IVVT/IVT 

IVT 

C = commercially available, CE = undergoing clinical evaluation, lVT = in vitro testing, lVVT = in vitro testing (sheep) 
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2.3.6.1 The Mechanism for the Oxidation and Boost Diffusion 
Process. 

Superposition and/or competition of two fundamental processes characterise the 

oxidation of titanium. The two processes are: the growth of the surface oxide layers 

and the formation ofthe oxygen solid solution56
,57. Despite the high number of oxides 

that form readily even at room temperature, rutile is the only titanium oxide identified 

in the layer with certainty between 600 and 900°C56
,57,58. Controversy has come 

about whether the oxide film grows inward or outward59
. In their work Dechamps et 

al. 57 argued that although in monocrystalline oxide film the diffusion coefficient of 

titanium is greater than that of oxygen by about 10 times, the existing defects such as 

strata, micropores or grain boundaries will effectively inhibit the diffusion of titanium 

but facilitate the diffusion of oxygen, hence the main diffusion species through the 

oxide is oxygen and the film grows inward56
,57,59. Surface defects are therefore 

believed to be a dominating factor in the surface chemistry of oxide materials60
,6J,62. 

In a different VIew, Li et al.63 concluded from their study of oxygen-induced 

restructuring of the rutile that Ti02 (110) surfaces in an oxygen environment causes 

extraction of interstitial Ti atoms from the bulk and near surface region. These Ti 

atoms are oxidised at the surface, forming added layers of Ti02 (110) (lx1). In the 

notation Ti02 (110), Ti02 is the substrate upon which the layer is growing on the (110) 

face and (1 xl) indicates that the arrangement of the atoms growing on the surface 

corresponds to the bulk unit cell called the substrate structure. Kinetic limitations 

result in the formation of a metastable phase consisting of a partially incomplete Ti02 

(110) structure from the added Ti02 layers. Li et al.63 proposed that this structure 

consists of Ti atoms with a reduced coordination number. This study will then 

suggest the outward growth of the oxide film as well as Ti being the main diffusion 

species through the oxide. 

The diffusivity of oxygen in Ti02 is about 50 times the value in Ti, therefore 

oxidation of titanium is controlled by oxygen diffusion in the diffusion zone rather 

than in the oxide64
. 
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There are two mechanisms that have been proposed for the degradation of Ti02 in the 

boost oxygen diffusion process39
. The first mechanism involves the dissociation of 

the oxide at the oxide/air interface. The second mechanism is the dissolution of oxide 

at the oxide/Ti interface and the absorption of oxygen by titanium via the following 

overall reactions39
,65. 

Ti02 (s) ~ Ti(s) + 02 -------- Eqn (4) 

Ti02 (s) + Ti(s) ~ 20 (dissolved in Ti) -------- Eqn (5) 

Dong and Li39 state that the first mechanism is unlikely to take place during the boost 

oxygen diffusion process. Even though the partial pressure of oxygen in the vacuum 

is very low (about 1.3x 1 0-4 Pa), it is still much higher than the dissociation pressure of 

Ti02 at 850°C which is calculated to be 4.39x10-29 Pa based on equation 4 as well as 

equations 6 and 739,66. 

I'1G = 910000 - 173T ------- Eqn (6) 

I'1G = -RTlnK = _RTln{l(a1i XPo, )11 } -------- Eqn (7) I a 7/0, 

This is supported by the much deeper hardened layer after the boost oxygen diffusion 

process which would otherwise be thinner if the first mechanism was dominant39
. 

2.4 Effect of Surface Hardening on Wear Behaviour of Titanium 
Alloys 

As indicated in the introduction, low frictional wear resistance and tendency to 

seizure has restricted the wider application of titanium and titanium alloys67. Various 

surface modification techniques have been developed and their effect on tribology of 

titanium has been studied. Ion implanted Ti-6AI-4V showed substantially improved 

wear resistance4o
,68. Tribological properties of the Ti-6AI-4V can also be improved 

significantly by the nitriding technique according to a study conducted by 10hns et 

a1.40 on the wear resistance of plasma immersion ion implanted Ti-6AI-4V. The 

e '!"'l!·.!~·DCJ:-:-Y ('lrt ,~/\pr T,('}\j,if,! 
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TiNiTiJ\O complexes on nitrid~ and oxidiscd surfa;;"" hav.: r~sllll<=d in U >llbslantiall~' 

improved r~si,tanc~ to wear/tr~tting, The lin~ar W<;;Uf rale of oxygen diffusion 

harden~d titaniwn sliding against a carbon steel AISI 1045 uppcar~d 10 Ix 10wo;;r hY!l 

factor of 16(), with a vulue of3.0xlO·5 ,"lll I (mN) compan;,d with unlr~al~,,11iw.nil1m 

with a value of 4.83xlO-.\ >1m l(mN)"'. The cr.-Ti(O) continlltlu> layer in dr}' ,]iding 

against Co-28Cr-5\'V-4I'e-3~i-1Si showed a ,ignificantly lower wcar resistance than 

pme titanium. but only over!l limited sliding di>tanc~ proporlionalto the lhickn~ss or 
th~ hardened :ronc"I , Dong and Li J9 abo perlorm~d abrasiv~ ,,~ar h::SB on oxy!\cn 

boosl diffusion lreakd Ti-6AI-4V >umplcs_ In lh~ir stL>dy (h~y furlher conclude lh~t 

oxyg~n lxlO>t difTusion Ir~at~d components P()SS~Ss high~r we~r resistance than 

oxidi,ed eompon~nls with the ><Jme thennal cj'cle, The abrasi,e wear resistanc~ test 

showed a high~r masS loss lor th~ untr~~led mat~rial lollowed by oxidiscd and the 

l~ast maSS loss waS nokd for (he diffusion treawd samples shown in figure 2.17, 

" o 

",--------------------------------, 

U"t>t:.lcd O:';(h.cd fA l) 

Fil!ure 2.17: ,\brasive wear r~~istanl'e orthe ongen boost diffusion treated, 

midi'ed and the a'-rCl'cived materialJ~, 
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Chapter Three 

Experimental Procedure 

3.1 Materials 

The materials used were: 

1. Timetal 6-4 in the form of hot rolled and annealed bar of 25 mm diameter was 

supplied by Goodfellow, Cambridge LTD, Huntington. This "all purpose" alloy is the 

most widely used39
. Its medium to high strength, workability, good fatigue resistance, 

good corrosion resistance and high biocompatibility has landed it to a position where 

it accounts for about 50-60% of world tonnage production of titanium6
,28,39. This 

alloy has a nominal composition of 6wt% AI, 4 wt% Y and balance Ti, hence the 

designation Ti-6AI-4Y (Ti64). Cylindrical coupons of 22mm in diameter and 

thickness of 5mm were then machined from the bulk material and used as test pieces. 

2. Protasul-lOO (Ti-6AI-7Nb) in the form of hot rolled and annealed bar of 22 mm 

diameter was supplied by Biomaterials, Bar Lane Industrial Estate, North Yorkshire. 

Following the decline in the use of Ti-6AI-4Y as an implant due to aseptic loosening 

and the toxicity of vanadium in the human body new titanium alloys were then 

specifically developed for biomedical applications l
,5,6. Ti-6AI-7Nb is among the first 

alloys that were tailored to replace Ti-6AI-4Y while maintaining the desirable 

properties such as high resistance to corrosion, a-~ grain structure as well as 

mechanical properties that are comparable with those of Ti_6AI_4y6
,29. This alloy has 

a nominal composition of 6 wt% AI, 7 wt% Nb and balance Ti, hence the designation 

Ti-6AI-7Nb (Ti67). Cylindrical coupons of 22mm in diameter and thickness of 5mm 

were then machined from the bulk material and used as test pieces 
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3.2 Heat-treatments 

Test pieces from both alloys were subjected to the same heat treatment processes. 

The oxygen diffusion hardening process was carried in two ways. 

3.2.1 Water saturated Argon Environment 

This method of Oxygen Diffusion Hardening was done by Poggie et al.I on Ti-13Nb-

13Zr (by weight) samples. According to their experimental set up, this heat-treatment 

was performed in a controlled atmosphere, positive pressure in a convection furnace. 

A bottle of water containing two openings was set to receive through one of its 

openings the argon gas supply. Subsequently the argon gas saturated with water 

would exit the bottle via the second opening into the furnace. The opening on the 

furnace would allow for a continuous flow of saturated argon into and out of the 

furnace, while maintaining a positive pressure of at least two inches of water above 

standard atmospheric pressure l
. The objective of this controlled atmosphere is to 

generate mono-atomic oxygen through the dissociation of water vapour in the furnace, 

and therefore change the surface kinetics of physical absorption and diffusion of 

oxygen into titanium I. The positive pressure of at least 2 inches can be measured 

using the manometer scale. 

A similar set up outlined above was put together for this research. The experimental 

set up is shown in figure 3.1. The furnace with the test pieces was ramped up at 

350°C per hour to 700°C and then allowed to stay at that temperature for 10 hours in 

the controlled atmosphere. The next set of specimens was heat-treated in the same 

way for 48 hours. 

3.2.2 Oxygen Boost Diffusion Hardening 

The oxygen boost diffusion hardening process was carried in two steps. The first step 

was oxidation in air at elevated temperatures and the second step was the diffusion 

treatment carried out in a vacuum furnace. This form of heat treatment is referred to 

e I j r-.! i \. i;- ;:,,1 ~ ,-:-\/ C'· r {- t~ p;- -.,- {-.. 1 '.,1 ~ i 
L_ . '-(, , _ "~' ,f ~j. '- .. , , j ,,) ... 1 .', 
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as oxygen diffusion hardening or deep case hardening of titanium alloys 39,55. The 

first set of specimens were oxidised at 850°C for 30 minutes in air. This oxidation 

step is referred to as A. These pre-oxidised specimens were further diffusion treated 

under vacuum of about 1 xl 0-4 Pa at 850°C (Vac 850) for 20 hours while others were 

diffusion treated under the same vacuum pressure at 750°C (Vac 750) for 20 hours in 

a cycle heat-treatment. The vacuuming step at 750°C for 20 hours is referred to as 

Vac-750 such that a Ti-6AI-4V test piece that has been oxidised at 850°C for 30 

minutes in air followed by heat-treatment in vacuum at 750°C for 20 hours will thus 

be referred to as Ti64-A, Vac-750. Similar heat treatments in vacuum were done on 

specimens pre-oxidised at 750°C for 45 minutes (B) as well as those pre-oxidised at 

600°C for 20 hours (C). A twin cycle heat treatment was carried out for the pre

oxidised samples that were heat treated in vacuum at 850°C. During the OBDH heat

treatment a sample that is oxidised in air and further diffusion treated in vacuum has 

undergone a cycle heat-treatment. A cycle heat-treated sample that is further oxidised 

and diffusion treated in the same conditions as the first cycle has undergone a twin 

cycle heat-treatment. 

Key for the OBDH Samples 

Example: Ti64-A,Vac-850 

Diffusion temperature for 20 
Type of alloy: ~ Ti64- \ A, \ Vac \850 ~ hours: 
Ti64- Ti-6AI-4V 850- 850°C 
Ti67- Ti-6AI-7Nb 750-750°C 

Oxidation heat-treatment: 
A- Oxidation at 850°C for 30 minutes Diffusion environment 

B- Oxidation at 750°C for 45 minutes Ar-Argon 

C- Oxidation at 600°C for 20 hours Vac- Vacuum 

The second set of specimens was heat-treated in the same way except for the second 

step which was carried out in argon instead of the vacuum environment. The heat

treatment vacuum furnace would be pumped down at room temperature to a pressure 

of about 1 x 1 0-4 Pa. Argon was then purged into the furnace at room temperature until 

e il~,!l'J:-Pl'i-V ('i~- '-/,0;- -riO' \',i~,j 
'-I ,~ "" ~1 l _" '-_ I. " ,,. 
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the pressure gauge rc3ds 8.27xI04 Pa. As the fumace heats up argon will expand until 

9.33 x 1 0' Pa at 850"(" (Ar-850). For the diffusion treatments at 7511'(" (Ar-7 50). 3rgnn 

was purged at room temperature unti l toc gauge registers 8.60xlO' Pa and that would 

expand to 9.33xl0' Pa once 75(rc i~ attained. This pressure of9.33xl04 Pa os~x! 

during the diffusion in the argon environment was chosen because lower pressures 

wil l b<' doser to vacuuming condilions \\(hile room kmperature pressure (10. 13x 10' 

Pa) and pressure ahave that will break the seal of the furna<:e aoo allow the air to leak 

into the f'umace. A tv,-in cyde beat treatment was carried out for Ihe pre-oxidised 

samples that v,-ere beat treated under argon ~'T1vironment at 850"C. AU Ihe diffusion 

heal IreaUilents were carried oul nn the verlical vacuum fuma<:e which i~ ~hown as 

component in ligure 3. 1. A Ilnw chart for the pcrfolTlled heal treatmenls excepllhe 

lwin eycle he"ltreaunent~ is ~hnwn in fi gure~ 3.2 (a) and (h). 

ngu re 3.1: Experimental set-up fur water sll!lIr"t~d "rgHn t'nVirflll ment hClIt 
treatment proc~ss with (1) h igh 1<>ml'~r"tll re "lIClIlI m f"rnat·c. (2) 

mllDumftu, (3) wlilu hottle lind (4) gas C' lindcr (with Argnn) 
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TiM 

", 
~ O.i~atkln Temper~tl~e, 

~" / ------ -

I I 3Omin@ew:_~.~.': J L~~~7:?:: in ~ir I L 2llIH,@&:O'Cinair 

Vacuum j Ngon VacUUll j Arg{)f1 

/ / j\ /\ ~i)'1,"@65() 

~ : I 2Dhrst\ll85Q"C \ 1<~@8~ "",'; 2{)IH,@7S{) 

I 200"rn75 C1"C.J T<c.;;; ~75O"C 1:1 "C i 2llhro@7WC I , _ d , .... -

• ~UI1r.-.a8SIJ'C I 
Argon 

2{)h ro@BWC 
2011rS@750"C 

(h) 

Figure .1.2: (al W SAE lIntl (h)ORIlH hellt-treatment proced ure. 

3.3 Characterisation of the Oxygcn Diffusion Laycr 

Variolls characterisation techniques 'licre used to study the effect of the oxygen 

diffusion hardening. 

3.3. 1 Hardness Measurr mcnt 

:>"licrohardness measurements were done on ooth alloys in the ~s-recei\'e<:j swte. 

\1icrohardr""ss was then measllTed on the osidise<.l cirClilar coupons as wcll as nn th~ 

dillusinn tre~ted ones_ Specimens wcrc scc!ione<.l nonnal to th~ Ilat slLrI'ace lIsing ~ 

prccision clltting machine shown in figurc 3.3. 
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--- J.o<Hl 

===i:~:::; hol<.lcr 
blade 

-CuUing sp"~"<l 
controller 

"'cure 3.3: hornet low s)l{'ed saw used for pr{'cision culling of the specimens. 

Specimens werc prepared for micl'Ohnrdncss mcnsur~rncms in the following way: 

Firstly the sp~cimcns ,,~r~ mounted in Durofast resin using the S(rucrs lub-pr~ss 3. 

Md<llog mcthrxl B fwm SlfUel'S Tl.1cwlog Guide W;jS us~d to gl'ind <mel polish the 

>pt.?Cln1Cns. The firsl slep in the guide is grinding the "l"'cimen with the l\)D-Primo 

220 f,'lit pad al 3110 'Pm using waler as a luhricant nn the automatic polisher applying 

a force of 120N until the specimen is plane_ The wcond step is further grinding of the 

specimen ll~ing the MD-J argo pad al 150 rpm u~ing the diamond paste suspension 

wilh a grain siu of9 micr0lls applying a force of lHON lor S minutes. The final step 

is th~ polishing step that uses th~ MD-Nap pad at a speed of 150 rpm und~r a lorec of 

60),[ fol' 2 minutes. The luhric,mt useu in this fmal step is a mixture of 96 ml of th~ 

OP-U sulution, 2 ml hydl'Ogcn peroxide and 2 ml of '-!mmoni'-!. Aller lhis step the 

specim~ns ar~ r~ooy tin microh'-!H.ln~s~ me'-!surements ..ad etching to reveal the 

underlying microsln>ClUl'c_ 

The 7.wick microhanln~ss t~ster ShO"'ll in Figure 3.4 was used 10 me'-!silre lhe 

hardness nn aU the ~rccimcns. 
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Fh:lIre ).4: Znick hardnc,s te>icr. 

A load of 50 grmTlS W<lS used in lhe microh<lrdneo;s mC<!~uremen!s. The hanlness On 

Ihe he"l lre<lled sp"cimens ,~as measured from the surface into thc bulk of the 

,>pemnen. Ten hardn~"s mem,urements were taken at each fixcd distance from the 

o;urffl(;e amI an a,'cragc hardness value ,b "ell as the standard dcvimion (for the 

particular distance) was compnted from thc ten values. A sct of ten hardness 

measuremcnts were takcn at 13. 20, 45. 7U, 100, 130 and 160 11m below the surface 

for the cycle hem-treatcd samples, An additional three distances of 200. 300 and 400 

~lm "ere included fl.,,- the tw in cycle heul-tre"ted ~"mple,>. Th~ now chart of heu! 

!realm~nt with ,amp l ~ preparmion lor hardness for one o;pt:cimen is sho'Wn in figure 

3.5. 
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EXl'erilll('lIl"/ T'r,!:'edHn_ 

, 

I O~id-. {~~R iR 

ai r ('!) 7SU' C 

Uiffusion untler vacuum 
(Ii; 750"C for 20 hrs 

Cui ,{ typical ,lirc 

_ OXH!Cn Diffusioll Zon~ 

• Indent 
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Cut a typical slice 

Figure 3.5; The now diagram Hn the preparation of Ihc Ic,t picce, fur 

mierohardncs, testing. 
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3.3.2 Metallographic Studies 

A solution of 10 ml hydrogen fluoride, 30 ml nitric acid and 50 ml of water was used 

to etch the test pieces that were prepared in the same way as those prepared for 

microhardness measurements. The samples were dip-etched in the solution for 15-20 

seconds. The revealed microstructure was then examined under the light microscope. 

3.4 Wear Testing 

There were three types of wear apparatus that were available to conduct the wear 

experiments. Prior to testing, the test pieces were ground using the 4000 grit silicon 

carbide (SiC) paper to remove any loose layer on the surface. The specimens were 

then cleaned with ethanol in ultrasonic bath and weighed. 

3.4.1 The Pin-On-Disk Set Up 

This form of tribometer is a widely used standard wear testing apparatus due to its 

simplicity and convenience69
. The test piece is mounted and forced against the 

counterface disk (mounted onto a shaft driven by an electric motor) by the lever arm 

system. The counterface disk has to be more wear resistant than the specimen to 

ensure that only the test piece undergoes mass loss during the wear experiment 

although it is generally accepted that the counterface will undergo some minimal wear 

loss. When the specimen is mounted before the experiment commences the lever arm 

must be balanced to ensure zero residual load. The dead weight load can be placed on 

the end of the arm to increase the interfacial pressure. The load at the pin-counterface 

interface is twice the dead weight load due to torque balance. Friction can then be 

measured by a load cell restraining the tangential movement of the specimen clamp or 

measured by a strain gauge device located on the pivot arm. The Pin-On-Disk 

apparatus is shown in figure 3.6. 
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F{I'~J'Jm""I,,1 Prnndur" 

• - Chart r~corder used to me<l~re friction 

I-~sk 

C - Load 

•• AC cootrol box 

l-R.p.M counter 

f· Spee;:j dial 

II - Counter 
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Figure 3.6: Tlte Pin On-Ilisk St·' up. 

Th~re ar~ various \'anahks lh~l can IJt;, ~ll~r~d 10 ~~hi~v~ lhe tle,ir~tl le~ling 

contlilions. rl",st: incluue the loatl. the sliding velocity and lhe sliding distance. 'Ine 

load antlthe s litling velocilY were tixetl at 36.321\ and 1.5 ms" respectivciy. The 

sliding distance was interrupted at regular imervals 10 measure tile mass loss. The 

eumulmive mass loss Can thus l>c p10tled against the sliding dislance. The test was 

conducted without the use of ~ lubricam. The counterface of the caSI iron wilh a 

hardn~ss or 'i9 liRe (67'iH\') waS I"und 10 exhihit s~v~re wear wh~~ th~ slLrlac~ 

treated samples were tested. 1 his compromised the integrity of the results and meam 

Ihal Ih~ resulb oftltt: surface tr~al~d sJmpks could not Ix compared and cOl1tr~sted 

wilh lhose of the lLnlrealeu .>amp1cs as lltt:rc was no wearing or lhe ~ounlerface when 

the untrealed samples \vere tesled. The image of the wom cast iron counlerfaee disk 

is shown in figure 3.7. 
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,,) (h) 

Figure 3.7: (a) A sl'vud" worn caSI iron counlerface after pin On disk 

nperimcnt against an ORllH Ireated le~t piece and (b) magnified Ilorli"n of Ihe 

cast ir"n c"unterfacc to ~how the exlent of wear. 

3.4.2 The Pin-On-Helt Abrasion Set Up 

Thi,> kind of wear testing is conducted using pin on belt ~PP~r.ltus. The specimen is 

loded into a hracket and placed in contact with an ~hrasive belt. The motor-drivcn 

abra~ivo:' helt moves continoou~ly in one direction while the '>pecimen hraekel moves 

simuitaneou,>ly acroSS lhe hell. The result is lh<lt Ihe specimcn surface is always in 

contact with fresh ahr.lsive, Ihe abrasive W~<lr le~ling equipment u~o:"d is showll in 

figUIo:' 3.8. 

Fi{!ure J.H: The I'in On Belt "hnlsion c(Juipment. 
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The ~ontacl load, belt speed and the type of abrasive ~an be varied. rhc load \\1l.S 

lixed at 2.5 kg \vhiJe th~ bell s)X'cd was kepi fixed at Q.6ms-1 and Inc IVlX' ofahrasi,e 

u5<'d \\(as metalile (alumina abrasive) 600 grit paper. r>1ctaiitc 600 grit wa:, 

~oI1H>l1ienl beC<ltlst' a coar,er grit wotlld remove the modified laycl' qL!ickly while a 

finer grit would take long to cause \\ear on the lest pieces. This was a dry sliding 

wear test. rhc cumulative rna,s or volume 10% can thell be pioUeJ against the sliding 

distance. OliC to the I'clativcl} large SL!rElCe area of 1he 22 mm diameter coupons 

there was no uniformity in the weal'. A slight angle On Inc specimell orientatioll will 

be magnilied as the test pkce will lose mass at Inc point or contact that i> 

experiencing til<' highest interi;lCiaj press.ure. This disputed the integrity of the results 

obtained via tbis wt'aT testing method_ An i mag~ ofthc Ti67 alloy (oxidiscd at 750'C 

fOl' 45 minutes alld furtft.;>r boost ft.;>al-trt'aled in argon at 850"C lor 20 hotm;) in figur~ 

3. <; depicl~ the 1lOn-linifoml surfa(~ aftt'r tft.;> be lt abrasive \warillg. 

, 

'" wt'ar 

---~N" wear 

Figure J.9: Non-uniform wcarinl! of the OnDIi treated saDlpk upon the ]lin on 

hdl ahra,ion Wellr. 

3.4.3 Two-body Abrasive Wellr on AUlOmatic GrindinJ;?;/Polis hinJ;?; 
Machine 

The Slrut'TS ROl0pol-n base "'ith rotollm;t'-4 head auwmati~ grinding or polishing 

machine was used to carry OUI tilt' abrasi\'c wear It'sf. Tht' as-rt'ceiwd. Iht' ]lre 

oxidiscd samples that wcre furthcr heat-treated in vaClllml or in argon as well as the 
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samples that underwent the twin cycle heat-treatment were subjected to this form of 

wear testing. A set of parameters were keyed into the machine. The pin specimen in 

the sample holder was set to run at 150 rpm in the same direction as the 800 grit SiC 

counterface under a load of 15N for five minutes. A constant flow of water at the 

centre of the rotating SiC ensured the removal of the wear debris. A fresh 800 grit SiC 

paper was used for each five minute test. The mass loss was measured for the 

untreated and surface treated samples under the above conditions. The mass loss was 

then plotted as a function of heat treatment. 
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Chapter Four 

Experimental Results and Discussion 

Introduction 

From the various characterisation techniques employed to investigate the effect of the 

oxygen diffusion on the two alloys the following results have been obtained and 

discussed 

4.1 Surface Hardening 

Microhardness profiles for each heat-treated sample have been plotted. As indicated 

in the previous chapter a load of 50g was used on measuring the hardness on all the 

samples. Due to the good surface finish required for micro hardness testing, the 

hardness resulting from the indents taken on the surfaces of the heat-treated samples 

could not be reported due to high percentage error. The closest distance from the 

surface edge of the specimens that the indents were made was at 13 11m. Getting 

closer to the edge increases the influence of the edge ("edge effects") on the hardness 

measurements. A lower load can be used to try and get even closer to the edge as 

well as obtain more points on the diffusion zone but the smaller the load the smaller 

the indent and the percentage error on the measurements is magnified. 

4.1.1 Saturated Argon Environment 

Upon carrying out the oxygen diffusion hardening via the dissociation of water 

vapour (in a controlled atmosphere of saturated argon) at 700°C for 10 and 48 hours 

for both alloys the microhardness of the heat-treated alloy surfaces was measured and 

presented in figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
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Fil:ur~s 4.1: \Ikrohardncss profil~s for till' Titi-\ aliov aftn OIlU \"a th ~ 

di,'Oeiatinn of n,lIIe," n.pnur at 700"(: fur I (I and -18 hours. 

"'" 000 
_ 550 , 
> ~o 
! ~ 450 

i 400 

''" 
~O 

r 
[)opt!>(",ll) 

__ TI67(Hln) 

• - T67'~4BhJ 

Figur", 4.2: J\.Ii"r"hardn e"~ profile, for the T;67 allo,- after 0011 ,-ia Ihe 

di,,,,cialion or "ater ,-apollr at 7UO"C for] (I and -IS hour,. 

Inspt'ctioll of the ligures 4.1 ~Ild 4.2 shows all ill~",as~ in hardness al 13 pm for both 

alioy'_ SIMS analysis cooooc!cd hy Poggi." d n1.' On Uw Ti-13~b-13Zr oxygen 

diffusion hardened in same controlkd atmospheric conditions at 500'C for 6 hours 

shO\~~d the 101allkpth of ox}g~n penelratiun to be 2-3 !lm. Th~ wnditions ill "hidl 

the OOH was conducted in this research encouraged more diffusion of oxygen into 

{he {"'o alloys as more tinlt' and higher temperature were lIsed. This results in {he 

oxygen diffusion that "'ill caus~ an incr~as~ in hardJlt'ss up to 13 ~Im. Ther~ is no 

significant in~r~asc in toc smfacc hardening ofthc two alloys from carrying the OOH 
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at 10 or 48 hOllTS at 700"(:, This !,ugg".'>ts that irw;r~w;ing Ih~ til11~ at Ih" sam~ 

kmpcnltur~ d .. ",s not inJlucnc~ th~ kindic!; or (hi!; lom1 orOOH wry 11IU~h. 

As an under study to this particlilar OOH process, an cxpcnm"nt was conuuckd to 

invcstigatc thc role of water vapour On thc hardcning "I" llJi;, tw" allo;>s. Th" 

controllcd atmospherc cxperiment was s.;,t up with arg"n instcad "I' llJi;, saturated 

argon flowing int" thc fllmacc . In other word!;, the wakr bonlc Wa!; exclud~d Ii-om 

the s"t up as th~ argon was purg"d directly into the flu!lacC at aunospheric pressure. 

Th" "xpcrim~1ll was carried out at 700"C for 10 hours. Thc hardness profilcs of the 

t\\O ,11Ioys 1I1i~r this hellt-tr~atm"nt arc shown in figur~ 4.]. 

000 ~~ , 
,~ 

~ 

" '00 
• __ Tl6<I 

• ,~ • " 

:: t~ 
• Ti67 

" • 
" • I i I 

'00 
o 

Figurc_ 4.3: Mkrohardnrss protiJes for (he Ti64 and T;67 allo~, after heat 

trcatmcnt in circulating argon atmsphrre at 7410"(: for Ul hour.. 

It can k secn from thc hardness pmlilcs orth" t"o alloys thllt the hardening thm WliS 

m"asured at 13 flm for thc ODH with thc t..;,al-lreatm~nl that involv~d argon satural"d 

with wakr VlIPOur hlls ken ddected for the samples "ith onl} arg"n Thi!; may nol 

n~cessarily discard the diffusion of oxyg~n during thc OOH in argon satllnltcd "i(h 

water vapollT but "'1Cour,lg~ lh~ .,tudy of the r"action of titanium mctal \,.1th lIrgon or 

th" rest of th" nohle gases lind the resulting i n lllJt:'nc~ on IIJi;, mechanical projxrlks of 

titafliwfl. It i!; possibk thai an oxid~ 111Y"1' forms (duc to small amount or "xygen 

pres"m in thc furnace) and that (t..;, hardn"ss refkcts this oxid" formation. Thc 

outcome possihly points 10 the fad thallinuCr thc pr~.,>~nl e"P<'rim~nlal conditions the 

Sillurakd argon kchnique is not particularly effective. 
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4.1.2 Oxygen Boost Diffusion Hardening (ORDH) 

Tho;; initial st<:p oflhe OllDH process was oxidation or the kSl pie~e~ m "iL 

4.1.2.1 Step One: Oxidalion Heat-treatment in air 

TIl<' hilIdness profiles of the two alloys after oxidation at variol1s lcmperullLrc~ ror 

VilTlOllS petiods arc sho\lin in Inc figures 4.4 and 4.5. 

~! 
" :'*-' ''- ' '~-'- CCI 

.. ~ 

I 

1-

'00 

• Ti64(C) 

~ . Ti64rB) 

• T034rA) 

Figures 4.4: l\lkrohanlne,s rndilcs for Tifi4l1lioy after axilla!;"" at 850"C for ]0 

minute, IA), oxidation al 7S0"C fur 45 minute. (BI and oxidatin" at 600"C for 20 

huur_, ICl. 
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600 

j '" ~ 
r "" • 

__ lJ57(C) 

• '" J • T;;7(B) • • 
tic . , 

' 00 • TI67(A) 

• r 

'" ... - l"' '' '·~-r--, 
'00 

0 " '00 '" '00 
Depth (I'm) 

Fig" res -1.5: M ierohardness proliJes for Ti6 7 allo. art~r ,,,,idation at R~O·(' for 30 

minutes (A), oxidation at 7S0"C for..\S minutes(B) and o~idation at 6410"(: fur 20 

houn. W) in air. 

Of the three oxidation cornlition~ it i ~ seen that oxidation in air at 850"C for 30 

lllinute~ results in the highest average hardnes~ 01\ the sl1rlw:e~ of both ulloys. fhe 

TiM alloy ~hows higher surface hardne~s than the Ti67 alloy upon the same oxidation 

heat-treatment~. There is also an increase in hardnes~ at the smface~ of hoth alloys 

after o~idation at 6OO"C 1iJ.r 20 hours, There is no ob~ef\ed change On the surlw:e 

hardness of both alloys alter oxidation at 750"C for 45 minutes. 

The above result indicates that oxiJatiOll at R,'iO°C fur 30 minutes results in thid,er 

oxide lonnat;on and morc difTllsion zone supporting the oxide scale than the other 

two oxidation conditions. rhis b in agreement with the optimum oxidation 

~onditio",~ for the J'iG4 alloy sugge,ted by Dong el a1 J9
. Oxidation at GOOT for 20 

hours also shows an incrcase in hardnes~ on the smra~es lor hoth alloys despitc the 

relatively low oxidation temperature. rhe relatively longer time has resulted in 

suflicient dilTu~ ion which allows for an increase in hardnes~ at 13 ).Illl. I he change in 

colour lor both alloys after oxidation at 750"C for 45 minutes clearl)' sugge~ts that 

oxidatiOll took place. The time period of..\S mmlltes at 750°(, may not be sufficient to 

allow for an oxide fimTIation and diffusion that would he delectable by means of 

hardness measurements at 13 ).1m lrom the ~urface. 
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The pre-oxidised ~amples were tlx'T1 lurther heat-treated in an ox)gcn-lree 

environment. The eH"ct of heat-treating the pre-oxidised te~t piece~ in all oxygen 

delicient environmenl i~ ~ho"n by means or hardness profiles (I'gures 4_6-4_R) Illr 

pre-oxidised sampjc~ lhal " crt further heal-treated in VOClLllm at 7S0"(: for 20 houn<_ 

4.1.2.2 Step Two: Vacuum Boost [)iffusiou 

Subjecting the pre-oxidised samples to iilrtber he<lt-treiltment in \'<lcuum has resulted 

in higher hardness on the surface as well as iI thicker h<lr<lcncdmne Il,r hoth <ll lo)'s ilS 

shown by flgill"!:S ·-UiAK 

.= 
~ 
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'00 ;, 

• ;00 • • 0 = • • 
" '00 

'00 
000 

• 
0 

----! ---- . 

_ Ti64 

• - Ti67 

Figure 4.6: l\-1icrohardnes~ profile-s for TiM and '1',(,7 allo},- O~,dat,on at 8SU"C 

fur 341 minutes folluwed hv heat-treatment in vacuum at 750"C for 1U hours_ 
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figure.- 4.7: '\licrnhardncss profiles fnr TiM and Ti67 - thidation at 7:"0"<: ",r ..\5 

minUles followed by heat trealment in vacuum at 7f\U"(' j"T 20 hours. 

'0'" 
~ , eoo , 

• '00 • • • 00' , 
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[)optn Il>TIl 
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"" 

Figur~ .. HI: 'liu"har<ln~~s profiles [Hr Ti6-1 and Ti(,7 - thida!;,," at 6410"(' for 241 

hunT" f"ll()w~d 11,- bellt-treatment in " .... uum at 750"C for 20 h"ur~. 

Both alloys huve showed an increase in hardness which declines graduully with 

increasing depth from the ,;urface into the bulk of the surface trealed samples. 

Highest surface hardness is measured for sample pre-oxidised at X50"C [.)r 30 minUlcs 

for both alloys. As concluded by LJong e( aLl'!, lhe oxidation step is vital fi)r OHUI-I 

as the oxide fO)lJled during thi, step a<:lS as;m oxygen reservoi r for the second slep. II 

i~ the rutile fonnw during the oxidation ~tep Ih;!l break-, dO"Tl in the oxygen ;!nd 

nitrogen free environment and oxygen is released In dilfusc further into the tilanium 
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component and forming an oxygen diffusion zone beneath the oxide scale. Oxidation 

at higher temperatures results in optimum oxide formation which is essential for the 

second step. Morton and Baldwin 47 discovered that discontinuities on the gas 

absorption isothermals which occurred after heating titanium for short periods at high 

temperatures took the form of a sudden increase in the rate of gas absorption. As 

indicated before, oxidation of titanium is still not fully understood. Other studies 

suggest that the diffusivity of oxygen in rutile is 50 times that of titanium in rutile and 

therefore oxygen is the diffusing species during the "inward growth" of the oxide. 

Studies by Li63 et al. have revealed that oxygen ambient causes extraction of titanium 

atoms from the bulk and near surface region in the "outward growth" of the oxide. 

This research cannot suggest which of the two processes actually takes place. One of 

these two processes occurs, it is clear that the process will be enhanced by high 

temperatures because of increased diffusion resulting in a thicker oxide formation. 

While samples oxidised at 750°C for 45 minutes showed no increase in hardness at 13 

~m, after heat-treatment in vacuum at 750°C for 20 hours, an increase from ;:::;344 Hv 

to 577±16 Hv is measured for the Ti64 alloy. This suggests that despite oxidation at 

750°C for 45 minutes not forming a thick oxide that can be detected via 

microhardness testing at 13 ~m from the surface, some oxide has been formed to 

allow for the diffusion of oxygen during the second step. Oxidation at 600°C for 20 

hours might not necessarily form a thick oxide but the relatively long time encourages 

diffusion of oxygen into the zone below the oxide layer during oxidation, hence the 

hardness increase that was measured for both alloys after oxidation at 600°C for 20 

hours. 

Another set of the pre-oxidised samples was further heat-treated in vacuum at 850°C 

for 20 hours to study the effect the varying the temperature for the second step of 

OBDH. 

4.1.2.3 Effect of Varying the Step Two Temperature 

Subjecting the pre-oxidised samples to a heat-treatment in vacuum at higher 

temperature (850°C) for 20 hours has produced different hardness profiles to those of 

e ii' I I '.!C' f" T '1' r" r' ," P' 1 ') d .. " • 
'-, ,'11 f " f". J, ,j, \.'!-l, •. "" .. I I'~ 
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Fxp,rimentu/ Rnu/ts ,mJpi.ld".liun 6D 

pTe-ox;J;~eJ samples further lI eaHT~alcJ in vacuum at 7500C for 20 hours_ I ligher 

surface harJnc~~ and deepcr mc>JifieJ layer is achkycd lor bOlh allo}s. The hardness 

prom!;" of lxlth ~cts of alloys a lkT l lle~e heat-treatments arc ,Iiown in figures 4_9-

4.11. 
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Figure -1,9; M i<'rollardn~ss pr"riI~s for TiM and l i67 _ Oxidution at R:-ll"C f"r JO 

minutcs follo\\-cd 11,- heat-tr~atment in \'lIcuum lit 850"C for 20 houno, 
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Figure -I.U); Mi"rohardn~" pr"riI~, for Tio-l and Tio7 - Oxidatinn ut 7:-11'C fnr 

-15 minutes followed b\' heat-treatment in \,1I~uum at 850'C f"r 211 h"urs. 
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Figure 4.11: Microhardnt'ss profilt'S for fi64 and T,67 - O.idati"" at (.041"(' rur 

20 hours followt'd by ht'at-trcatmcnt in ~acuum at R50"C fnr 20 hour,_ 

The SUTra~~ hanln~ss orlf1t, prc·"xiJiscJ samples subsequently heat-treated in Vi.lClium 

at 850'C for 20 hOUTh showeJ hardness values between 721± 11 and 810±25Hv on the 

surla~c' lilT lfot, TiM alloy, ",hik the prc-oxiJiscd Ti64 samples subsequently heat

treated in vacuum at 750T li,r 20 oours soowed surface hardness values bel\'ittn 

518±JS and 670±17. Similarly the ri67 alloy has showed a hardness incn:a.~e from 

between 417>014 and 574>0 16 Hv to belv'icen 706121 and 72719 upon incn:asing tfot, 

second step temperature from 750"C to 85crC. 

J lighcr temperature facilimtes higher diffusion rates. nolh m~chmlisms thaI an: 

sugge;1ed lor the OllDH pro~es~ are temperature dept:n<knl. Th~ 'kcompo~ition or 

the oxj,k into tit:.mium and ox)'g~n as well i.IS tho: dillilsion ol"oxygen into titanium is 

depend~nt on the temperature. t\lO et aLl; sl<!k~ that according to Cnmk'u, th~ 

di Ili~~io~ or oxygen in titanium 1a1\ice~ li,lIows the Fick' s firsl and i;Cwnd la\vs. 

J--/) 
iX'(x,l) ==-------- Eqn (10) ik 

';C(x.l) J'c(x,i) 
"'-"," - D , --------- Fqn til) 

Cr ax 
where . .J "tho: Ilux ormas~ (mn~l",r (kgs·1m'Z), (,(x, I) is the oxygen conc<:ntration 

in solution at depth x and tim~ I, () is the ~odlicknt or oxyg~n in titanium (mls·ll. 
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The diffusion coefficient of oxygen in titanium is strongly dependent on the 

concentration of oxygen and if that dependence is considered, then Fick' s second law 

becomes: 

aC(x,t) = D a2c(x,t) +(aD)(aC(x,t )) ________ Eqn (12) 
at ax 2 ax ax 

Luo et al. 56 states that according to Shamblen and Redden7l, the diffusion coefficient 

of oxygen in titanium may take the form of: 

D=[k(CY ]exp( -~T )-------- Eqn (13) 

where k, y is the empirical constants to be determined for each alloy, C is the 

oxygen concentration (wt%), Q is the activation energy of temperature dependence of 

diffusivity, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature. This equation of diffusivity 

can be inserted into the Fick's second law to describe the diffusion of oxygen in 

titanium lattice. The equation suggests the dependence of the diffusion process on 

temperature. 

For the pre-oxidised test pieces that were further heat-treated in vacuum at 850°C for 

20 hours, it is noticeable that the Ti64 alloy pre-oxidised at 750°C for 45 minutes 

shows a slightly higher surface hardness than the sample pre-oxidised at 850°C for 30 

minutes. This is not the case for the Ti67 alloy. This depicts a very important 

difference in the thermal behaviour of the two alloys. Despite oxidation at 850°C for 

30 minutes in air being suggested as optimal for the first step of OBDH of Ti64, there 

is incidence of spalling off of the oxide layer that sometimes occurred during air 

cooling from this oxidation temperature. The peeling of the oxide scale means less 

oxygen content is then made available for the second step of OBDH. The Ti67 alloy 

showed no signs of scaling after oxidation at 850°C for 30 minutes. This alloy derives 

its thermal stability from the formation of Nb20 s which is much more stable than 

V20 5 formed in the Ti64 alloy as concluded by Chuanxi et al.43
. 
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The other xl of pre-oxidised s'-!lnples were further heat-lreateu in an argon 

almosphere <11 the s<lIne temper<tlure <mJ time <t.'> those s<tnlples suhs~q""nt ly he<Jt

treat~d in vacuum. fhis v.:as to lIndcrstUl1d whether it is the OCti011 of v<tCliUln or the 

<lbscnce of oxygel1 Ih<lt is responsihle for \ht;e lkcomposit ion of the oxid~ li hn dlUing 

the S~C011d skp. 

4.1.2.4 Step Two: Argon Boost Diffusion 

The hardness pro li les of tr..;, pre-oxi&;ed >ampks funher heal-\r~<t1eJ In an argon 

<llmosphere of 9.33;>; 1 0" p;! <tl 75O"C lor 20 hours '-!re sho""" in ligures 4.12-4.14 . 
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Figure- 4.12 : :\Iiuoha n ln"" profile, rur T;64 lIntl T;('7 - Oxidation at !l50"C' fnr 

311 minules r"lImn-u hy he"Hn'alment in argo" at 750"(' fur 20 h"urs_ 
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Fi!:urr ..\.13 : Microhardnp~s profiles for TiM and Ti67 - O~idation at 7SIl' C for 

..jS minutes followed b,-hcat-tn:atmcnt in argo" at 75()"C for 20 hOUfS. 
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Figure 4.14: Microluudncss profiles for TiM and Ti67 - Oxidation al 600"(' for 

20 huurs ["Uuwed h\' heat-treatment in argon at 7::;0· ( for 20 hours with the Ti67 

all"" that h .. s been heat-treated the same "II\, hut further dilfo_jo" heat-treated 

An i J)(;rea~~d h~nln~ss On the ~l1rloce whi~h grml ,,"-! l)' de~rea.",s lin m [he suriill:e into 

th~ bulk of IOC test pie~~ is shown on (he hardn~~s r~~ults plo(wd above. Il is 

therefore clC~f that uny high tcmperaUlrc in~rt en"ironment facilitaws the diffusion 

hMdening during [he second step. What is ~ I so nowbk on the hardness profiles above 

i~ that pro-oxidiMld ,.,rnp le ~ fllrth<-'f heal-lreated in an argo n almosphere at 75()"C ror 
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20 hours exhibit higher SUrl;I~'" h~[Jn~ss m .... 1 dc~P<'r h~rJeneJ zone \h~n pre-uxitliseJ 

sampks further he~\-lre,lIeJ in vacuum at 750"C lur 20 hours. Mkroh<lainess profile 

0rth~ Ti67 <Illoy llxiJis~J ,ll600°(' fllf 20 hours ,Illd furth~r boosl di lTusion (r",met! in 

VilC.:Ulln1 ~I 751fT Inr 20 hOl1r~ hit~ hcen O\crlaid on the m;crohilrdoc~s profiles urlhe 

lwo ~lIoys lIpon oxid~jion ,It 600"C lur 20 hour,> lollnwed by b<>o~j dilTlisiun 

treatment in argon at 75()"C lor 20 huun; in figllrc 4. 14 for comparison. 

Similarly. the prc-oxidiscd samples further heat-treated in an argon atmosphere ~I 

850"(' for 20 IlOurs exhihit higher surface hardness (comparison is shown in ligurc 

4.16) than the pre-oxidiscd samples further heat-treated in vacuum at 850"(' lor 20 

hours as ~cn from til(' hardness profi les in figures 4.15-4, 17. 

,~ 

m 
> ~ 
" • '00 • • < , m 
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~ .. Tt67 

Figure 4.1'<;: I\licmhardnc", profiles for ri64 and "li1;7 - Oxidation al 11'<;0"(: for 

30 minutes follo"ed h., heat-trcatmcnt in argon at 850°C for 20 hours. 
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rigure -1.16: l\Iicrohllfdne,s !}rutile, for Ti6..\ and ri6? ()~idation at 750"(: for 

-15 minutes rollo .. ed h.-heat- treatment in argon at 850"(: ("F20 houn<. 

'"'" 
000 I-:: ., 
"00 ~ ;0 • -• '00 • -. -. • Ti67 

~ • '. oro n;~ IV",,) 
• t r 

"'" • . 
• • 

'00 • .J • 
000 • • , 

0 wo "0 '00 

""". 
Figure 4.17: .\lkrohardncss prolile .. for TiM and Ti67 - O~idation al 600"(: for 

20 hours followed by hcat-lrf3lrncnt in lIrgon al 8SO"C for 20 hours with th e TiG7 

allo)' that ha; been heat-treated the ,arne Will' hul further diffusion heat-treated 

in ,'lIcuum onrlaid for comparison. 

As ()hs~n~d ~f<Jre, Ihe highe.'>t ,ufface hardllCss is achieved on Ill<, test pieces lhal 

were pn:-oxidised at 850"C lor _,0 minute~ in air. This suggests that there was no 

stratification "r the oxicl~ layer n" <:oolmg the TiM sample., after oxidation. As 

expected. the surface hardness of the pre-oxidised sampl~s that were further heat

treated ill an argon atmosphere at 850°C for 20 hours is higher than the prc-oxidised 
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samples that were further heat-treated in an argon atmosphere at 750°C for 20 hours. 

The depth of the hardened zone is also thicker for the samples further heat-treated in 

an argon atmosphere at 850°C for 20 hours. 

No reason that has been formulated to explain the increase in surface hardness that 

has been achieved via carrying the second step of OBDH in argon as compared to 

carrying it in vacuum. As stated in the second chapter the oxygen diffusion hardening 

process depends on three parameters namely the solute dissolved in the titanium, the 

temperature at which the diffusion process is carried as well as the partial pressure of 

oxygen in the system. Since the same alloy types were used as well as the same 

temperature for both vacuum and argon environments the difference in hardening can 

be attributed to the difference in the partial pressure of oxygen in the two systems. If 

we assume that the argon pumped into the furnace for the argon diffusion heat

treatment is pure then it can be concluded that the amount of oxygen in both the 

vacuum and argon systems is the same. The amount of oxygen in both systems is 

equivalent to the oxygen that is left after the vacuum is pumped until 1.33xlO-2 Pa. 

The ideal gas equation can thus be used to investigate the partial pressure of the two 

systems: 

PV = nRT -------- Eqn (14) 

where P is the pressure of the system, V is the volume of the system, n is the 

number of moles of gases in the system, R is the gas constant and T is the absolute 

temperature of the system. For the two systems the volume of the furnace used is the 

same, the gas constant is the same and the temperature upon which the heat

treatments were carried out is the same. Therefore the pressure of the system is 

proportional to the total number of moles in the system. 
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The partial pressure of oxygen in the system is proportional to the total number of 

moles of oxygen in the system. 

This result is not surprising because the partial pressure of a gas is defined as the 

pressure the gas exerts on the system as if it was alone. 

Po no, 
For the vacuum system: -' ex where nN, is number of moles of nitrogen 

Pr no, + n,\', 

(from the residual air after pumping down the vacuum) in the system. 

Once the argon is purged for the argon atmosphere heat-treatments: 

Po, no, 
-- ex where n Ar is the number of moles of argon in 
Pr no, + n N, + nAr 

the system. The total pressure increase in the second system is due to the addition of 

argon into the furnace and the partial pressure of oxygen is the same for both systems. 

Therefore there is no difference in the partial pressures of the two systems. 

Argon is an inert gas and therefore should not form compound with the titanium test 

pIeces. The possible reason could be the interaction of argon with the titanium 

surfaces at high temperatures. It is understood that the type of inert gas used during 

titanium melting and casting has serious implications for the extent of porosity and 

the resulting mechanical properties of the cast components. Zinelis 72 concluded that 

specimens cast under argon show higher hardness than the ones that have been cast 

under krypton and xenon. The extent of solubility of inert gases in the titanium lattice 

remains unknown. At high enough temperatures in an argon atmosphere, argon can 

possible 'open-up' the surface of the titanium sample and thereby paving way for 

oxygen (which can bond to titanium) to diffuse further in the titanium matrix in what 

is referred to as the "exchange reaction". Argon is a bigger atom than oxygen and the 

exchange reaction between the two species would lead to porosity. 
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4.1.2.5 Effect of the Alloying Element on the OBDH of Titanium 
Alloys 

69 

All the hardness profiles have one common feature and that is the Ti64 microhardness 

profile always shows higher surface hardness and deeper hardened zone than the Ti67 

alloy. The difference between the two alloys is that one contains vanadium and the 

other one contains niobium. As indicated before the Ti64 alloy forms V 20S while the 

Ti67 alloy forms Nb20 s. Nb20 s formed during the oxidation of Ti67 is much more 

stable than V 20S that is formed during the oxidation of Ti64. Once the two oxides 

have been formed during the oxidation in air, V 20S will break down quicker than the 

Nb20 s 42,43. With the decomposition of V 20S more oxygen will be made available to 

diffuse into the titanium matrix while less oxygen will be released in the case of the 

more thermally stable Nb20 s. 

Twin cycle heat treatments were carried out on the pre-oxidised samples further heat

treated in vacuum/argon at 850°C for 20 hours. 

4.1.2.6 Effect of the Number of Heat-treatment Cycles on the OBDH 

Even higher surface hardness and deeper hardened zone was achieved by performing 

an OBDH cycle heat-treatment on the two alloys as suggested by the microhardness 

profiles in figures 4.18-4.23. During the OBDH heat-treatment a sample that is 

oxidised in air and further diffusion treated in vacuum or argon atmosphere has 

undergone a cycle heat-treatment. A cycle heat-treated sample that is further oxidised 

and diffusion treated in the same conditions as the first cycle has undergone a twin 

cycle heat-treatment. 
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rigur<' 4.1S: Microhardnc,s protiles for TiM and Ti67 Twin nclc "~id3Ii,,n at 
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Figure 4.19: i'llirrohardncs, prom"s for TiM and Ti67 - Twin cycle oxidation at 

750"(: for 45 minutes followed h\' heal-treallnrnt in ,-aCUUlll at 850"(' for 241 

hours. 
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.' igure 4.20: Mkrohardncss profiles for Ti64 ano Ti67 T"in cvclc ,,,ida!;,,,, at 

600"C fnr 20 hours followed hv heat-treatment in \'>Ieuum at 115U· C fur 241 hours. 

Higher surface hardllCss and deeper hardened zone is achieved despite s~v cre s~al i ng 

of the o;amplc, that was observed for bod] alloys during the twin ~yck hC<lHreu[mcnt. 

['he twin cycle heat-treatment was carried out on the pre-oxidislXi samples lhul "'~re 

funocl' heat-treated in vacuwn or in an <ll'gon atmosphere <It 850"C for ~O hOlllo _ 
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Figure 4.21: \licrohartlness profiles for TiM and "l'i67 - Twin CHic oxidation at 

850"(: for 30 minufo:s followo:d by hcat-IITatmclli ill an:oll at 850"(: for 20 h"ufs, 
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Figure 4.22; 'licrflhardn~s" "Folilc, for TiM nod T;67 Twin {'\'CIt' oxidation at 

7S0"C for 45 minu!<'s rollo"ed h,' he-l! -treallnenl in an:otl at 850"C for 241 hours . 
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Figure -1.23: l\IicrohnrdllC"s proliles for TiM and 1'i67 Twin cycle oxidation aI 

6HO"C for 20 hours f'olJowed hl' heat-treatment in ~rgon al 850'C for 20 hours. 

The increilsed surfa<:e han.lness ,md deeper hilrdened zone is not surprising boecalLs~ 

holh sleps involved in Ihe OROH playa vital role. The first ~[ep (oxidation) reSll]l" in 

the formation of oxide which is tbe oxygen reservoir for the second step. The 

ddickncy of oxygen and nitriJes in tbe second skp fucilitltes the de<:omposilioll or 
[h~ oxide scalc Ihereh)' releasing oxygen atoms 10 diffliSC into the litanillm matrix. 

Th~ deficicnC)' of the oxygen in the vacuum Or argon environment inhibits oxidation 

thai kads to scal ing of the oxide layer. The deflci~ncy of the nitrog~n means there is 
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no formation of nitrides in the oxide/substrate interface which hinders the diffusion of 

oxygen from the oxide layer into the substrate. The pile-up of nitrogen in the form of 

nitrides on oxide/substrate interface of Ti64 alloy oxidised in air was detecteted by 

Dong et ae9
. The oxide scale which is the source of oxygen becomes depleted after 

the second step (diffusion in vacuum/argon) ofOBDH. The twin cycle heat treatment 

replenishes the oxide film after the diffusion process building up an oxygen source for 

the second diffusion heat-treatment in an oxygen deficient environment. Therefore 

the twin cycle heat-treatment allows for higher oxygen content on the surface of the 

test piece as well as longer time for diffusion which is important for surface 

treatments governed by gas diffusion into the metal surface. 

Key for the OBDH Samples 

Example: Ti64-A,Ar-850 

Diffusion temperature for 20 
Type of alloy: H Ti64- 1 A, I Ar-

1
850 J- hours: 

Ti64- Ti-6AI-4V 850- 850°C 
Ti67- Ti-6AI-7Nb 750-750°C 

Oxidation heat-treatment: 
A- Oxidation at 850°C for 30 minutes Diffusion environment 

B- Oxidation at 750°C for 45 minutes Ar- Argon 

C- Oxidation at 600°C for 20 hours Vac- Vacuum 
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4.1 .3 Microstructural AnaJ)'sis 

Optical micrographs for both alloys were captured to study the effect of the heat

trcatmcnb on the underlying microstructure, of the Iwo alloy>, All the micrographs 

,,~rc caplllred l1lldcr 50 x objective lens nw.gnificalions. 

4.1.3.1 The As-recei,'cd Condition 

' j he micrnstruclUrcs orlhe m 'o alloys in the as-received condition are shO\,OIl in figure 

4.Z4. 

(a) TiM (h) T,67 

Figure 4.24: Optical micrographs shu,,;"!! the undcrh'ing micn"lructurc, of 

UIltrcall'd Cal T ili-l all,,~' iwd (b) Ti67 alloy. 

Uoth microslnlclurcs reveal a combination of the (f.p grain structure a, expected for 

the two alloys . Aluminium ,tahilise, the u phil,,, in both allo)'s \\'hile vanadium and 

niobium stabilises th~ jJ phases of the Ti-6AI-4V and Ti-6AI-7Nb rcspe~ li\'ely. The 

pha,e that appears light l'rOin 1"", et~hing dfect is the Her It phase and the .hlrk pha.~e 

i, th~ uce 11 phase. The h"m"geneou~ly di~persed e<jll;"xed grain ~tructurc is 

indicative of annealed alloys. The alloys were then subjected to various ODII heat

treatments. 
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4.1.3.2 Waler saturaled Argon Environment 

nl~ mi~ro,trudure~ of" the ~urraces of the ,arnpies oxygen diffusion hardened in a 

controlled ahno,phere via the di ,sociation of water varour arc ,hown below along 

with the micrographs oflhe two alloy, that were heat-treated in argon. 

u u I 

' aluratrd with water "apour at 700· C rur 10 hours and (e) Argo" 
sailiratrd with watrr ,",'pour .. ' 700"C for 411 huur,. 

saturated wilh water vapuur <II 7tHl"C fur HI hours and kl An:.on 
8aturated with w .. jer Va(!!lUr al 700"C ror411 hour •. 
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Obs~ryation on the surfa~es oflhe lwo alloys upon the ODII in lil,.'1.lfeS 4.25 ami 4.26 

shows no inlluer><;e ofahsorplion of oxygcn. As an a phase stabilizer. oxygen woulll 

be expeetell to e~use ~ surl~~e l~ycr Iha\ is dep[etet! of the dark ~ phase. With 

hankning or \h~ ~l1oys lhat wa~ mea~urct! up to only 13 ~m it would be difficult to 

detect ~n)' lolume Ir~<;lion ch~nges or the lwo pha~e~ llsing oplical microscopy. As 

~xpeded \h~ heat-1re~l~d saTllpl e~ ~how larger grains than the untreated s<mlplcs due 

to gram growlh that occliITed at elevakd kmp<."'Tature~. Therc is no notable clmnge on 

the ~urfaccs of TiM as well as "l'i67 that have undergone ODII in the ~ontrolled 

almosphere at 70{]"C fOl" ](] hours and 48 hours. The sample heat-tr~~led \\~Ih jusl 

purging argon into toc furnace at 700"C for 1 0 hours exhibil similar mi~rustrudlllxs ~s 

those samplcs heat-treated in controlled atmospher~ of~fgon. 

4.1"1.3 Oxygen Boosl Diffusion Hardening (OBDH) 

The OllDH is a surface modifying process and particular attention will ~ l"ocusw on 

studying the changes occurring on the surfaces of the two ~lIoys upon th~ he~t

treatment processes. rhe cross section of the micrographs was used to f~ve~1 lhe 

changes occurring on the surfaces of the two alloys. The microstructures of 1m, 

oxidiscd s~mples (step on~) ~re shown in ligures 4.27 and 4.28. 

(0) (bl (c) 
Figure 4.27: ern" section oPlical micrographs or the Ti64 alloy 
o~itlisctl at fa) 1150°C for JO minutes, (t.) 750°C for 45 minutes anti 
(e) 600°C for 20 hours. 
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i'llCfC is no oxide layer that is seen on the micrographs after oxidalion. or the alloys 

The oxide laycr is thin and cannot be revealed b" the mab'f1ili~<ltion u~ed ror "pli~al 

micrographs. The notable difkrencc on the microgr<lph, alier oxidation l S the 

elougation (less circular) oflhe grains and gro\\th of the grain" The elong<llion orlh~ 

grains is more pronollll~ed for the samples oxidised <It 850"C I<>r 30 minutes <lnd lh~ 

samples oxiJised <It 75cr'C as the >ampJes were quen.chcd in air from a high 

temperature. There w,~~ nol enough lim~ allow~d ror the grains to sphcridisc and 

assume the circular gr<lin slrlldur~ dll~ [0 air qll~n~h in g. I rcatmcnt at ::;50"(' is the 

highe~! orlh~ !hr~~ oxidation l~mpcralure, lherefore samples cooled in air from this 

lemper.lILlre will undergo lh~ rast<~~! cooling ra!c due to ~tccp thermal gradicnt 

!Jt,lwc~n 850"C and lh~ room l~mrx:raturc, 

There is a light band of the light phase that appears as a thin tilm on lh~ surt~ce or lhe 

Ti67 alloy oxidiscJ at 850"C for 30 minutes is obsef\ 'eJ, This thin Jay~r on the 

surl:1ce suggests the influen~e of oxygen <IS <In It ph~ sl<!bi Ii >er. 

'J he microstructurcs of the OUUH samples v.'Cre captllreJ for comp<lrison v.ith the 

oxiJiseJ simlpies, 
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4.1.3.3.1 Effect of the Second Step ufORD" un the l\1icrostrurtures 
of the Two Alloys 

78 

The micro~trllcturc" of til.: prc--oxidiscrl Ti64 alloy s'-!m ples further hcaHrcatcd in 

vacuum at 750''(; for 20 hours rc\'<,a\ 00 signil icanl changes in tam, of \'olunK' 

IraClioTls of the two phas.:s prCS<:"111 on lhe- surf<lces, TIli> is d,"pilC lhe increase in 

hardness on tll.: surfaces of this alloy ilft~r thi, p'-!r1icular heal-treatment, Tll.: optical 

micrographs of the 2 alloys are shom1 in figures 4.29 ,mu 4.30. 

(hI (, ) 
Figu r~ 4.29: ('r"~s-s,,c[ion micrographs of fhe samples (a) Ti64-
A, \' ac-7:'iO, (h) "liM-IJ, \' ac-75U ~nd ( c) TiM·C, 'i at'· 7511. 
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The li67 ulloy stKm, a thin zone thm is depkl~d or the dark ~ phuse al lh~ wrracc 

(hygen is an u pha,e ~( ab il is.cr hence a certain amollnt of oxygen ab,o rbed b) 

ti taniwn und ulloy~ will in lluence the volume Iraetions of the «-~ sySlem b)' 

increasing the v ()l um~ lraetion of t]},: (l phas~ at l h~ eXJ"It'nsc of the ~ phase. 

4.1.3.3.2 Effeet of Varying the Tt.'mperature during the St.'eond Step 

ofOBDH on the Uuderlying Mierostructures 

Upon heat-treating lhe pre-oxidiscd (cs1 picces at 850"C in vacuom for 20 hours u 

significant change on Lh~ micro,1rudorcs was no1iccd as ~ovm in ligores 4.31 and 

4.32, 

(a) (h) 
Hgurt' 4.3 1: Cross-serlinn mil·rn!!raphs of the samples (al TiM
A.Vac 1150, (h) "I i6-1-IJ,Vac-HSO and (c) Ti64-c'Vae IISO. 

" ,.~ 
'Jl. .... 

\ Ii; 
• 

\ "I. 
f .~'r,. ., 

\' , 

(b) (eJ 
!<' il!ure 4.32: Cros~-seclinn mil"r"graphs or the samples (a) Ti67-
A, Vac-1I50, (bl·1 i67-Il,Vllr-850 and Ie) Ti67 C, Val· IISO. 
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In both alloys there is a distinct zone that is depleted of the dark ~ phase on the 

surface. Enough oxygen has diffused into the two alloys such that the u phase 

becomes dominant on the surfaces of OBDH samples. This modification of the 

microstructure is in agreement with the increased surface hardness and thicker 

hardened zone that is observed for the pre-oxidised samples further heat-treated in 

vacuum at 850°C for 20 hours than those further heat-treated in vacuum at 750°C for 

20 hours. Higher temperature in vacuum causes more oxygen diffusion into the bulk 

which results in a thicker ~ depleted zone as well as higher surface hardness and 

deeper diffusion hardened zone. 

It can be observed from the microstructures in figures 4.31 and 4.32 that the Ti67 

alloy shows a more conspicuous and thicker ~ depleted zone than the Ti64 alloy after 

the same heat-treatment. This is despite the higher surface hardness for the Ti64 alloy 

than the Ti67 alloy after the OBDH. A conclusion can thus be drawn that, less 

amount of oxygen is required to influence the volume fractions of two phases in an u

~ system of the Ti67 alloy than the Ti64 alloy. 

After the twin cycle heat- treatment on the pre-oxidised samples further heat-treated 

in vacuum at 850°C for 20 hours the optical micrographs of the cross-section were 

captured. 

4.1.3.3.3 Effect of the Number of Heat-treatment Cycles on the 
OBDH 

The light u phase is even more pronounced on the surfaces of the twin cycle heat

treated test pieces shown in figures 4.33 and 4.34. More diffusion that is facilitated 

by oxygen replenishment and longer diffusion time resulted in more ~ depleted 

surfaces. A thicker diffusion zone is observed as the hardening profiles of these 

samples suggested. 
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(el 
f'i::ure 4.33: Cross-section olHie"j micrographs for twin C\'ele 
sampl"s (a) TiM-A, Vac IISO, (hi Tj64-B,V,,~-!l~O and (el Ti6-4-
C,Vac-IIS0. 

«'igure 4.34: Cross-seNio" "ptical micrographs for ,,,in c)'cie 
sampl"s (a) Ti67 A,Vae !lSQ, (bl Ti67 B'vlIc-!lSO and (e) Ti67-
C.Va.., 850. 

81 

\Vh;!! l S mort' significant ,,·ilh the tw·in cyde heilt-tr~atcd samples is the un~venne"s of 

tho: surface whi~h i, indicative of the ,evere strati lication of the surfaces that oc~urr",,1 

during the [win cycle he<ll-lr~alT1l<.>J1L More lln~v~nn~ss is observed on lh" twin ~ycle 

hem-treated sampk that was pre-oxidis~d at 85()"C for 30 minutes which indicates 

lhal more scilling o,;rulTed <Jl1Ting the hem-treutment of this >ample. 
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-1. 1.3.3.4 Step Two: Argon Boost lliffus ion 

Si'nilarly the ~himges that were ()b~erved on the pre·oxidised samplcs funhcJ' h~J1-

treated in vaCuum have been observed for the prc-(\xidised samples fimher heat

treated in an argon atmosphere , hown in ligures 4 .. 1S-4 .. 1X. 

'oj (bJ ('J 
Figure 4.35: C ro,,-wctiufl micrographs of the samples fa) TiM 
A,Ar-75U, ( b) TiM-IJ,A r-75U and (e) TiM-C, Ar-750. 

A la)'er of the jJ depleted ZOIle 011 the suria.:es of the two allo)'s is observed on the 

prc·",::idiscd samples fimhcr heat-U'catcd in an argon atmospheJ'e at 750"C f(\J' 20 

hours while the samc deplctcd zone was not obscrved for the prc-oxidiscd samples 

further heat-treilteu in \'a~UUln at 7500(' for 20 hours. This i~ aho lhe ~ase with the 
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£'\1" rime/U<ll Re.'ull, <llld Di" 11\5'"'' 83 
~- ~~~ 

pre-oxi<.lise<.l ,ample~ rurll\t,r heal-lrcak<.l in argon al S50"C rpr 20 hours showing a 

TIlore ~onspicuou~ 11-deple1ed surfice lhan those furlher heal-lreawd in yaeuum a! 

850"C for 20 houf!;, Tni, further '''gge,ts that lhe argon environment enhances the 

<.Iil1'",ion of oxygen during the ~ccond step "I' the OHDH which is what was dcpicted 

hy the hardness profiles "rthe~c samples, 

I'here is rowdclJ' tcxlUrc tha! was ohserved on the surface~ or the rrc·oxidi~cd 

s~mpk' J'wther he~t-tre~l<:d in an argon ~llllosphere ~I 85crC for 20 hours ilS welJ ~s 

lhe C)'cie heal-lreal~<.I ><lmple~, This m~)' Jurther suggest lhe rok () I' argon ~s "paving ' 

\\'ay for oxygcn to diffusc furthcr resulting in a porow; ~urrace, 
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Figure -1.39; Cross ~l'cti,," ,,"tical micr!ll!.rll"hs rur t .. in cHle 
samples (al Ti6-1-A,Ar-ts50, (b) Ti6-1-R,,\r 850 and (e) TiM-CAr
!l50. 

, 

Surface integrity is \'cry important for surface treated comp<Jncnts. 

84 

Surfw:e 

modifi<:mion is done on net-shJ.pcd componenls \\hkh allow Ill) further all",wtions 

Jficr the heat lrcaunent of the component. j hercfore a ,urface heat treatmenl thJt 

calls~s umksinlbk cfl",ct on th", ~lLrlac", is not nnly pmbkmatic UlIC [0 the extra ~OSI 

required to rchahilitate thc compon.:nr but the compromised dimensions might render 

th", component untit itl( th~ in t"'nded application. Ikal-tTeatm~nls lhat r~sults in a 

lome crumhly "xide layer Or ~ev~", waling arlO therdiw", wldcsirab!c. 
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4.1.4 Surfaces of the Heat-treated Samples 

The surfaces of the Ti64 alloy showed a yellow to brown colour with the increasing 

oxidation temperature. The Ti67 alloy surfaces showed a shiny green colour after 

oxidation at 600°C for 20 hours and a blue coloured surface upon oxidation at 750°C 

for 45 minutes and a yellow colour was observed on the surface after oxidation at 

850°C for 30 minutes. According to the scale appearances observe by Morton and 

Baldwin47
, the colour of the surfaces suggests the formation of rutile. Rutile can 

appear light blue, yellow brown and dark blue depending on the oxidation heat

treatment of the titanium component47
. 

After the second step of OBDH the loosely bound scale on the surfaces of the Ti64 

test pieces pre-oxidised at 850°C for 30 minutes would spall off. There was 

restoration of the shiny metallic colour upon further heat-treatment of the pre-oxidised 

test pieces in vacuum at 750°C for 20 hours. This is as a result of the decomposition 

of the oxide layer and the release of oxygen into the bulk of the test piece. There was 

no observed restoration of the lustre on the two alloys upon further heat-treatment in 

vacuum at 850°C for 20 hours. This is despite the more diffusion that occurred during 

the further heat-treatment in vacuum at 850°C for 20 hours which resulted in higher 

surface hardness and deeper diffusion zone than the further heat-treatment in vacuum 

at 750°C for 20 hours. 

Upon heat-treatment of the pre-oxidised samples in argon at 750°C and 850°C for 20 

hours the surfaces of the two alloys assumed a greyish-white colour. All the colours 

may be for different types of rutile or even different oxides. Different types of rutile 

occur from the stoichiometric rutile to various non-stoichiometric rutile. The table 

summarising the surface condition upon OBDH is shown in table 4.1. Pictures 

showing the surface appearances of some of the heat-treated samples are shown in 

appendix A. 
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Table 4.1: Summan: of the surface condition ul!0n OBDH. 

Alloy treatment Surface colour Surface quality Comment 

Ti64-A Brown Loose and crumbly Rutile formation 

Ti67-A Yellow Adherent Rutile formation 

Ti64-B Yellow-brown Adherent Rutile formation 

Ti67-B Shiny blue Adherent Rutile formation 

Ti64-C Yellow Adherent Rutile formation 

Ti67-C Shiny green Adherent Rutile formation 

Ti64-A,Vac-850 Dark brown Flaky Scaling of the 

surface 

Ti67-A,Vac-850 Greyish-blue Adherent Rutile 

decomposition 

Ti64-B,Vac-850 Brown Slight pitting ofthe Rutile 

surface decomposition 

Ti67-B,Vac-850 Greyish-blue Adherent Rutile 

decomposition 

Ti64-C,Vac-850 Yellow Slight pitting of the Rutile 

surface decomposition 

Ti67-C,Vac-850 Brown Adherent Rutile 

decomposition Univ
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Key for the OBDH Samples 

Example: Ti64-A,Ar-850 

Diffusion temperature for 20 
Type of alloy: H Ti64- I A, J Ar- 1 850 }- hours: 
Ti64- Ti-6Al-4V 850- 850°C 
Ti67- Ti-6Al-7Nb 750-750°C 

Oxidation heat-treatment: 
A- Oxidation at 850°C for 30 minutes Diffusion environment 

B- Oxidation at 750°C for 45 minutes Ar-Argon 

C- Oxidation at 600°C for 20 hours Vac- Vacuum 

The surface colour and quality of the pre-oxidised samples further heat-treated in 

vacuum at 750°C for 20 hours is the same as the pre-oxidised samples further heat

treated in vacuum at 850°C for 20 hours. The difference is the more shiny appearance 

of the surfaces of the pre-oxidised samples further heat-treated in vacuum at 750°C 

for 20 hours. 

All the pre-oxidised samples further heat-treated in argon exhibited a greyish-white 

colour. The pre-oxidised samples further heat-treated in argon at 850°C for 20 hours 

had a powdery surface texture. 

The samples that were subjected to the twin cycle heat-treatment had a grey-coloured 

surface. The often flaky surfaces had a tendency to spall off. 

Some of the oxygen boost diffusion hardened specimens were subjected to a two

body abrasion wear test using the automatic grinding/polishing machine. This was to 

ascertain if the increased surface hardness resulted in improved wear resistance. The 

two alloys in the as-received conditions, the pre-oxidised samples further heat-treated 

in vacuum/argon at 850°C for 20 hours as well as the twin cycle heat-treated samples 

underwent the wear testing. The weight loss of these test pieces upon wear-testing 

under the conditions outlined in the previous chapter was compared to the weight loss 

of the untreated samples. 
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4.1.5 Wear 

rhe wear n:sults of the Mmpk' ar~ >hown below in the rOml or weight loss as a 

function of heat-treatment. The pre~~n t study was nO I ai m~d al performing extcnsive 

wear tests on the surface treHted '-<II11pks. A prdiminary live minute wcar test on a 

singk surlace orth~ hCHt-tTt;eated s~mp le against ROO gri t SiC paper was performed. 

This was d<>n~ only to r~nk th ~ treated samples and the untreated samples without 

taking inlo considcralion Ihe contributions of IOC surface. the oxygen diffusion zone 

~nd th~ bas.;, metal On the wear rcs111ts . A more c~ tensi\"c approach of wear testing 

will provide .... 'Cal" klss as a fl1llction of relative sliding dislance. The sliding distance 

should be increa.<,ed to a point where the sllfface trealed laycr eventually wears away. 

This test will provide information about the durability of the treated surfaces as 

oPP'Jsed 10 the initial wear resistance and is recommended as a future study. The 

\\em results presented were obtained using a Stnlers polishing machine (section 

3.4.3). 

4. 1.5. 1 UBDH in Vacuum 

U['<>n soojecting the samples to wear testing, the pre-oxidised samples rurlh~r h~al

lreHted in vacuum at 850"C for 20 hours exhibited lower w~ighl losses than lhe 

unlr~~kd sHmples ~s shown in figure 4.4 1 below. 

" l ~ 

• , 
" • ";~ • , , BT,~7 

r " 
1 

, 
• 

, , , 
Unl<~a\ .. d A.II"dC·W-o B.V",,-8~ C.V<lc 850 

Figu r~ -1.-11: Ah rll. i,c "Cll r rcsi'illncc for ox' -grn ])00,1 dirrusion (in 

"a~uum) tre,l1ed 'Ind un treated Ti6-1 and Titi7 a ll .", .•. 
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The OBDH Ti64 alloy shows a reduced weight loss producing an improvement 

between 71 and 89% over the untreated alloy. The Ti64 alloy pre-oxidised at 850°C 

for 30 minutes shows the least weight loss, followed by the sample pre-oxidised at 

750°C for 45 minutes and then the sample pre-oxidised at 600°C for 20 hours. 

A similar trend in terms of pre-oxidation temperature and improved mass loss 

resistance for the boost diffusion treated Ti67 alloy is observed. The Ti67 alloy shows 

even more improved mass loss reduction after abrasive wear against 800 grit SiC 

paper. The weight loss has been reduced by the oxygen boost diffusion hardening 

heat-treatment, producing an improvement of more than 100% over the untreated 

alloy for the Ti67 alloy. 

Despite the higher surface hardness that was measured for the OBDH Ti64 alloy 

compared to theTi67 alloy, the OBDH Ti67 exhibits more improved weight loss 

reduction under the two-body abrasive wear testing that was conducted. The oxide 

layer that is formed on the surface of the Ti67 alloy during oxidation is more stable 

and more adherent to the substrate hence the more improved wear for the Ti67 alloy 

than theTi64 alloy following the boost oxygen diffusion heat-treatment. 

4.1.5.2 OBDH in Argon 

Following the abrasive wear testing of the pre-oxidised samples further heat-treated in 

an argon atmosphere at 850°C for 20 hours the weight loss of the samples was 

compared to the untreated samples in figure 4.42. Univ
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f \p<,rim~nI"/ Rt 1U111 lIlid ill 1,'11' Ii'!!!.. 
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Untreated A,Ili-S50 8 ,Ar_B~O C"," 850 

~ TP64 

8 Ti67 

Figur~ 4.-12: A.hr:asin "c'lf' resistance for O.\H:en boost .nfu_ion (in argnn) 
treated and untreated TiM and Ti67 ,amult'S. 

It can be seen from the figure 4.42 that the weight loss has been reduced upon heat

treating the prc-oxidlsed ~<lmp1es in an argon atmosphere at 850"C Ilu 20 hours, ['he 

TiM alloy ~hov"s an improved ",eight Inss between 35 and 70"10 upon the three boost 

difTl.lsion heat-treatments. A, was the case with the pre-oxidiscd samples further heat

treated in vacuum. the J'i67 alloy shows more improved weight loss rcdlJctioll than 

the TiM alloy. 

Although the prc-oxidiscd samples further heat-treated in ;Hgon me<lslJred higher 

surface hardness they h;!Ve undergone higher weight loss than the pre-o~idised 

sJJl1ple, furtrn:r heat-treated in ~acuum against the 800 grit SiC paper the pmosit~ 

ohwrved on the surfaces of s.amplC!l boost ditTusion treated in argon has resulted in 

Ie,s impro\ement on the wear resistance The interaction of argon gas atoms with the 

alloy surraces results in porosity and the less den s.c porous layer docs not improve the 

tribological properties as much a~ the boost difTusion heat-treatment that is carried out 

III vacuum. 
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4.1.5.3 Twin Cycle OBDH 

Performing the twin cyd~ heat-lrealmcnt~ on the prc-oxidised test pieces liI!1h~.,- r..:al

treated in vacuum at 850"C lOr 20 hours ha, produced the weight loss pro liles 

depicted by figure 4.43. 

,, ~------

LJL 
Untre~ted C".::Ie(AVac- Cl<'le(EJ,Vac- C".::Ie{C.Vac-

B50) e50) 850) 

, r~ 

;;Ti57 

Fig"r~ 4.43: Ahm, ;vc w~"r rC"istHtlCe [or cnlc ong~n hoo"! dirfu sion l in 

vllmumllr~"lctl Hod "n l rclll~..:I Ti64 and Ti67 s"mr> l~",. 

Ewn mOTe improved w" igh! loss reduction is a~h i e"ed hy perfonning lh" twin ~yde 

heat-trealmt:nt:; as saggt:strd hy the figur~ 4.41, This is despite severe scaling Oflhc 

test pit:ccs llpon the twin cycle heat- treatment \1orc than 1()(~{' improvement in 

weight loss over the untreated materi al is achieved wilen ahraded hy HOO grit SiC 

paper. The Tifi7 alloy still shows higher Wear resi~tance than the TiM alloy when 

abraded by 800 grit SiC paper after the twin cycle heat-treatment. As indicat~d 

before. more oxygen intake occurred on the twin cycle heat-treated samples resulting 

in e\'en mOTe improved lTibologi<:al properties of the two alloys. 

Similarly the twin e)c1e ocat-treatment prodll<;cS more improvement in weight 

reduction on the prc-oxidised samples further heat-t reated in an argon atmosphere at 

H50',(: ror 20 hours as sugg~sted by ligure 4.44. T win ~ycle h~at- trc<lt~d >a.mpl e~ that 

unilerwent diffusion in argon show~ Ics~ w~ar rcsistanee than the twin eycle ocat

treated samples that underwent diffusion in vacuum. 
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ril!ur~ -1.-1-1: AhrH,i,' ~ w~ar r~"i,tanc~ for qdc OXIgen bun,! ditTusiu" (in arg"n) 
treated and uIltn'atcd TiM and Ti67 ~amplc'. 
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Chapter Five 

Conclusions 

Based on the results obtained during this research the following conclusions can be 

drawn: 

• The heat-treatment practice In a controlled saturated argon environment was 

unsuccessful in developing a significant oxygen diffusion hardened layer. 

• The OBOH process can be carried out to modify the surface properties of titanium 

and alloys. Both steps of this process play a vital role in achieving a thick 

modified layer for improved tribological properties of titanium and alloys. The 

first step of oxidation allows for the formation of rutile which becomes an oxygen 

reservoir for the second step. The second step performed in oxygen and nitrogen 

depleted environment causes the decomposition of rutile into the bulk material 

resulting in a thicker hardened zone beneath the surface of the component. 

• Oxidation of the Ti-6AI-4V at 850°C for 30 minutes produces the optimal oxide 

for the second step of OBOH but there is a tendency for the oxide scale to peel off 

during the air cooling from this temperature. 

• There was no peeling off of the oxide scale on the Ti-6AI-7Nb upon air cooling 

after oxidation at 850°C for 30 minutes which suggests that this alloy has higher 

thermal stability than the Ti-6AI-4V alloy. 

• Performing the oxidation step of OBOH heat-treatment at higher temperatures 

results in higher surface hardness and deeper diffusion zone than carrying the 

oxidation step at lower temperatures for longer times provided there is no peeling 

of the oxide scale during the high temperature oxidation. 

e " . ,. , ' f!' 'I'" -.,' " , " - r '... , ,) . \..l i 'i:. ,:,' ~ c) r \... ~-" t- t. (.) \".: f"i 
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• Carrying out the second step of OBDH heat-treatment at higher temperatures 

increases the rate of diffusion of oxygen resulting in a thicker hardened zone. 

• The Ti-6AI-4V achieves higher surface hardness than the Ti-6AI-7Nb upon the 

same OBDH heat-treatment. 

• The second step of the OBDH can also be carried out in an argon environment 

instead of vacuum. Carrying out the second step in an argon atmosphere allowed 

for higher surface hardness and thicker hardened zone than carrying the same step 

III vacuum. 

• The effect of OBDH on the underlying microstructures of the two alloys under 

investigation is the depletion of the ~ phase on the modified surface as a result of 

the diffused oxygen which stabilises the a phase. The effect of the OBDH process 

is more conspicuous on the microstructure of the Ti-6AI-7Nb alloy than on the Ti-

6AI-4V after the same OBDH heat-treatment which indicates that less amount of 

oxygen is influencing the a-~ system of the Ti-6AI-7Nb alloy than the a-~ system 

of the Ti-6AI-4V. 

• Although higher surface hardness was achieved for the Ti-6AI-4V alloy than the 

Ti-6AI-7Nb alloy after the same heat-treatment, the Ti-6AI-7Nb alloy achieved 

higher wear resistance due to more adherence of the oxide scale after the 

oxidation step. 

• Despite achieving higher surface hardness and thicker hardened zone upon 

carrying out the second step of OBDH in an argon atmosphere than in vacuum, 

samples which underwent the second step of OBDH heat-treatment in vacuum 

exhibited higher wear resistance. 

• Performing a twin cycle OBDH heat-treatment results in even higher surface 

hardness and higher wear resistance despite the severe scaling of the alloys upon 

the heat-treatments. 

e 'I'''' f ,- n ( - Y "-', r ,-', f) C "-'," n 
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Chapter Six 

Recommendations 

Various heat-treatments have been carried out with certain variations from one heat 

treatment to the other. The following recommendations are made based on the 

outcome of the heat-treatments: 

• The preferred heat-treatment will be the one that has a good combination in terms 

of achieving optimal tribological properties as well cost effective. A cost 

effective heat-treatment will be the one that is not performed at very high 

temperatures and does not take a very long time. Oxidation at 850°C for 30 

minutes produced the most improved tribological properties and slightly less than 

750°C for 45 minutes where spalling off of the oxide layer occurred during air 

cooling. Therefore a slower cooling rate on the Ti-6AI-4V from oxidation at 

850°C for 30 minutes will result in a more adherent oxide scale. 

• A higher oxidation temperature or longer oxidation time can be used on the more 

thermally stable Ti-6AI-7Nb to achieve an even thicker oxide and a subsequent 

thicker diffusion zone upon OBDH heat-treatment. 

• Higher temperature or longer time than used for this research on second step of 

the OBDH heat-treatment can be employed for both alloys to increase the rate of 

diffusion of oxygen into the titanium lattice. 

• Carry out the second step of the OBDH heat-treatment in another inert gas such as 

krypton and xenon to study the effect of these gases on the wear properties of 

titanium and alloys. 

• Carry out the oxidation step in oxygen or a gas mixture with higher oxygen partial 

pressure than air to investigate the influence of oxidation concentration in the first 

step of OBDH heat-treatment. 
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• Perform more extensive wear tests that will provide weight loss as a function of 

relative sliding distance. The sliding distance should be increased to a point 

where the surface treated layer eventually wears away. This test will provide 

information about the durability of the treated surfaces as opposed to the initial 

wear resistance. 
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,jf'pel1dix 

A!l!lcndix 1\: The Appearance of the alloy Sorfaccs After the first as 

well as the Second Step of the ORI)H Hcat- trcatment. 

"J ,b, 
(a) TiM and (b) Ti67 alloys a hcr oxidalion at HSO"C for 30 minutes. 

(a) (h) 
(a) TiM and (h) Ti67 alloys a fter oxidalion a1750"C for 45 minutes. 

(a) (h) 
(a) 1 i64 and (b) li67 alloys aftcroxidalioll a16DOCC I<,r 20 hour:s. 
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(b) 

(a) liM and (11) Ti67 allo}s a ftcr oxidation at 8500( for 30 minutes followed 
hy hC<lt-tr~atmenl in vawum at 7500

( for 20 hours, 

(a) 
(a) TiM and (b) Ti67 alloys aHer o~idation at 7'iO°C 10 . minutes followed 
by heat-treatll"lCm in vaCUUm at 7500( for 20 hours. 

(a) fb) 
(a) Ti64 and (b) I i67 allo)'s alt~r oxid<ltion at 6OO0

( for 20 hours followed by 
heat-treatment in vaC.UUm ~t 7'i00(' for 20 hour~. 
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(al (h) 
(<I) TiM wld (b) Ti67 <lllovs af\er oxid,llioll at 850°C lur 30 minutes followed 
by hem-trcaunent in Argon atmosplKrc m 750'(' for 20 hours. 

(a 1 
(a) Ti64 and (b) Ti67 illloys after oxidation m 750('(' for minute~ follo\\ed 
by heat-treatment in Argon auno'ph.>r<l at 75()"C for 20 hours. 

(b) 

(a) TiM and (b) TiiE6;).,:~,~;~;~;3fter oxidat ion <It 600T for 20 hours followcd by hem-
treatmcnt ill Argon at at 750"C liw 20 hours. 
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lppeJlJit 

(a) Ti64 and (b) i alloys after oxiwlion ~I 850°C for . 
by heat-treatment in vacuum at 850"(: for 20 hours . 

(a) (h) 
(a) 'I i64 and (b) rib7 alloys after oxidation at 750CC fo["45 minulcs followed by 
ho.?at- tr~atrnenl in ,,,,",uum at R500 C for 20 huurs. 

(~) (b) 
(al Ti64 and (b) Ti67 alloys after oxidation at 6()OOC for 2() homs followed by 
hCuHre~1l11ellt in v~cuum at 850')(" for 20 hours. 
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(a) (b) 
(a) TiM and (b) Ti67 alloys after oxidation at 8500(' for 30 mimd,,~ folla-,eel hy 
heat-lr~almenl in Argon ~tmo~p~re ~l 850°(' f(lT 20 hour,. 

(a) (b) 
(a) TiM <IIld (b) Ti67 <illoys atter oxidation at 750"( for 45 minl1iCs fol1ow~d by 
heat-trealment in Argon atmosphere at 850"( for 20 hours 

(al (bl 
(a) Ti64 and (b) ri67 alloys aller oxidation ~t WO"(, for 20 hours followed hy 
hcat-treatnK'nl in Argon almo~rhere al 8506

(' for 20 hours. 
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Appendix B: Elemental Composition Specifications and Mechanical 
Properties of Wrought and Cast Ti-6AI-4V Alloys. 

Table 2.4a: Elemental com~osition s~ecifications for wrought Ti-6AI-4V 

allo}:s5. 

Weight (%) 

Standard Ti Al V N C 0 H Fe Y 

BS 7252 Balance 5.5 - 3.5 - 0.05 0.08 0.20 0.015* 0.30 
Part 33: 6.75 4.5 max max max max max 
1990 and 
ISO 5832-3: 
1996 (E) 

ASTM Balance 5.5 - 3.5 - 0.05 0.08 0.20 0.015* 0.30 0.005 
F1472 - 93 6.75 4.5 max max max max max max 

ASTM F136 Balance 5.5 - 3.5 - 0.05 0.08 0.20 0.012t 0.25 
- 96 6.75 4.5 max max max max max 

* Maximum hydrogen content for billets 
0.010 wt % 

t Section sizes of 0.813 mm and under may have a hydrogen content up to 0.0150 wt % 
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Table 2.4c: Mechanicall!rol!erties of wrought Ti-6AI-4V alloys5. 

Standard Minimum Minimum Minimum Minimum % Hardness 
Tensile 0.2% proof % reduction (Rockwell 
strength strength elongation on area C) 
(MPa) (MPa) 

ASTM F136- 860 795 10:t: 25:t: Unspecified 
96* 

ASTM F1472- 930 860 10 20-25 Unspecified 
93 

BS 7252: Part 860 780 
3: 1990t 

10 25 Unspecified 

ISO 5832 - 3: 860 780 10 Unspecffied Unspecffied 
1996 (E) 

* For sizes (diameter or thickness) between 4.75 and 44.45 mm in the annealed 
condition. 

t For bar diameter or thickness up to 75 mm. 

:t: In the longitudinal direction of the test bar. 
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Appendix C: Values for the Pilling-Bedworth ratio, R of various 
metaloxides41

. 

Protective Non-protective 

oxides oxides 

Be 1.59 K 0.45 

Cu 1.68 Ag 1.59 

Al 1.28 Cd 1.21 

Cr 1.99 Ti 1.95 

Mn 1.79 Mo 3.40 

Fe 1.77 Hf 2.61 

Co 1.99 Sb 2.35 

Ni 1.52 W 3.40 

Pd 1.60 Ta 2.33 

Pb 1.40 U 3.05 

Ce 1.16 V 3.18 Univ
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